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ABSTRACT 

The accurate determination of wear metals in 

lubricating fluids is of great potential value in the proper 

maintainence of all types of machinery. Savings of both 

time and money have been reported in the military and 

civilian sectors following the implementation of routine 

wear metal screening in lubricating oils. Current methods 

are known to discriminate against metals present in the form 

of particulates. The first part of this dissertation 

focusses on the direct determination of wear metals in 

lubricating oils by atomic emission spectroscopy utilizing 

an inverted inductively coupled plasma as a source. Data 

are presented which show the effects of power and viewing 

position on the signal intensity of a variety of sized iron 

particulate samples in lubricating oil. 

The second part of this dissertation describes the 

characterization of a relatively new spectroscopic source-

the dual inductively coupled plasma (DICP)~ The DICP 

increases the residence time of the analyte in the source by 

extending the physical length of the plasma discharge and 

providing two energy deposition regions. Emission 

intensity, electron density, ion-to-atom intensity ratios, 

and calculated temperatures are used to compare the DICP 



with standard inductively coupled plasmas recorded in the 

literature. 

16 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of wear metals in used lubricating fluids 

has been widely recognized to be of great potential value. 

The accurate prediction of impending engine failure (or the 

need to rebuild an engine) can result in great savings of 

the equipment itself and many man-hours of work. In certain 

applications, such as in the aviation industry, catastrophic 

engine failure can also result in tragic loss of life. The 

current most common approach to preventative maintenance is 

the use of repair and mandatory service schedules based 

primarily on the number of hours a part has been in service. 

Often times parts are replaced which are still in good 

condition, making this practice very expensive and time 

consuming. 

Controlled, routine maintenance performed on an as 

needed basis results in great monetary savings. (1) In 

1973, the National Bureau of standards estimated that oil 

analysis saved the United states Air Force $13 million 

dollars annually. (2) Wear and wear related problems are 

reported to account for six percent of the United states 

gross national product. (3) Based on these facts, the need 



for accurate, rapid analysis of wear metals in lubricating 

oils is easily established. 
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Accurate identification of the metals present in the 

lubricating fluids can help pinpoint the location of the 

wear, reducing equipment downtime and rebuilding expense. 

In addition, certain key engine components could be 

impregnated with an indicator metal at a given wear depth. 

The subsequent appearance of that metal in the oil analysis 

indicates the level of wear of the component. Quantitative 

information, when coupled with an oil analysis history for 

the equipment, gives insight regarding the rate of wear and 

changes in the wear pattern. The size and composition of 

metal particulates in the oil sample offer further 

information about the type of wear occurring within the 

equipment. (4) Difficulties arise when applying current 

analysis methods to metal quantitation in severe wear 

situations. During severe wear the quantity and size of 

metal particles present in the oil can increase 

dramatically. Use of current methods in these situations 

can result in highly inaccurate data. Additionally, 

information on particle size is for the most part lost or 

undetermined.(l) 
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Applications of oil Analysis 

The first application of oil analysis was in the 

railroad industry in the 1940s.(1,5) Oil analysis was used 

to locate wear and damage in diesel locomotives so that 

repairs could be made before the effects became too great or 

costly. This program has proven to be a great success and 

oil analysis programs have expanded to include airplanes, 

automobiles, and most types of heavy equipment. (5,6) 

In recognition of the potential savings, the United 

states Air Force established the Spectrometric oil Analysis 

Program (SOAP) in the early 1960s.(1) Equivalent Army and 

Navy programs, AOAP and NOAP, were begun in the same time 

frame. (6,7) SOAP analyzed the oil from all USAF jet 

fighters before each and every flight. Using the data bases 

generated, a wear history was established for each aircraft. 

Premature engine failure could then be predicted based not 

on the absolute quantity of wear metals in the oil, but on a 

better indicator, changes in the concentrations of the 

various metals between analyses.(S) 

In the late 1970s, the various military programs were 

more or less united and the Joint oil Analysis Program 

(JOAP) was begun. (9) These programs have been continually 

searching for improved methods of oil analysis. (e.g., 10) 

In particular the SOAP program and the research associated 
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with it has contributed quite significantly to the analysis 

of wear metals in used lubricating oils. 

Eventually, civilian laboratories began to become more 

involved in the area of oil analysis. Currently, 

. laboratories exist across the country which will analyze oil 

from a variety of sources. (11,12,13,14) Probably in 

keeping with the original military programs, the aviation 

industry is heavily targeted, although such wear metal 

analyses are also available for heavy equipment and 

automobiles. Many of these laboratories claim to be able to 

pinpoint wear problems from a single analysis as opposed to 

the meticulous record keeping employed by the military. 

without additional information such as the history of the 

engine, its current state of use, and any additives present 

in the oil, conclusions drawn from a single analysis should 

be viewed with a critical eye. 

Some confusion has naturally occurred among the end 

users of oil analysis information. (11) Replicate results 

from the same laboratory may not entirely agree and results 

from different laboratories for duplicate samples may be 

radically different. Some of these problems are the result 

of poor sampling procedures and sample mishandling (which 

will be discussed in the next section). Additional 

complicating factors include sample contamination and the 

presence of particulate material in the sample. Many 
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consumers of oil analyses rely on the laboratory to draw 

conclusions about the state of health of the engine. If 

these conclusions are based on faulty data, they will, of 

course, be incorrect and could lead to costly and 

unnecessary engine repairs or to a misleading conclusion of 

no impending wear related engine problems. 

Sample Composition and Sampling Procedures 

Wear metals in lubricating oils can come from a variety 

of sources(15) and are present in different chemical 

forms. (16) Most of the metals present come originally 

from the engine itself. Some of these are from corrosion of 

the engine surfaces and may be present in the form of oxides 

or organometallic compounds. (1) Many of the metals are from 

frictional wear and abrasion of the engine components and 

are present in the form of particulates ranging in size from 

much smaller that one micron to very large particles on the 

scale of millimeters. (1) Accurate determination of the size 

range of these particles can provide additional information 

on the type of wear which is occurring within the engine. (4) 

The upper limit on the size of the particles present in the 

sample will depend on the size of the particles that the oil 

filter will remove (provided, of course, that the oil filter 

is properly installed and in good working condition). 
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Table 1.1 provides an example list of common wear 

metals analyzed in lubricating oil from diesel engines and 

the potential problems associated with high concentrations 

of these metals in the used oil samples. (17,18) In 

addition to the metals listed in Table 1.1, most oil 

analyses also include analysis for silicon and lead. (11,17) 

Silicon is generally found in organic oils from dirt present 

in the engine, perhaps from a malfunctioning air filter or a 

dusty operating environment. Lead is still present in some 

automobile and aviation gasolines. The presence of high 

concentrations of lead in the oil could point to a fuel leak 

into the oil system. 

Perhaps the most important step of the entire oil 

analysis procedure takes place before the analysis even 

begins.(l) Proper sampling is of the utmost importance in 

the analysis of wear metals in lubricating oils. The sample 

must be representative of the entire volume of oil within 

the engine. oil taken from a cold engine, for example, 

would not be representative as the majority of the large 

particulates would have settled into the bottom of the 

engine. If the oil were removed from the top of the engine, 

only small particulates and metals present in the form of 

organometallic compounds would be found in the sample. If 



Table 1.1: Common Metals Analyzed in Diesel oils and 
Associated Wear Indications(15,16) 

Metal Indication 

Fe Wear in piston rings, crankshafts, pins, 
gears, cylinder walls, engine block, oil pump 

Al Wear in pistons, bearings, spacers, shims 
and air supply contamination 

Pb Wear in crankshaft, bearings 

CU Wear in bearings, bushings, valve guides, 
injector shields, connecting rods, piston pins 

Sn Wear in bearings, rod & piston coatings 

Ag Wear in silver plated bearings, puddle pumps 
solder joints, bearing cages 

Cr Wear in chromium plated liners, 
piston rings, valves 

Mg Wear in gear box housing 

Mo Wear in oil coolers, bearings 

Ni Wear in bearings, turbo blades, shafts, gears 

Ti Wear in turbine blades, compressor discs, 
bearing hubs 

Na Condition of additives 

Ba Condition of additives 

Ca Condition of additives 

Zn Condition of additives 

23 
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the sample were taken from the oil drain plug, the sample 

would contain proportionately many more large particles than 

would be present in a homogeneous sample. Also, where the 

sample is taken in reference to the oil filter will affect 

the presence and size of the particulate matter present in 

the oil. The condition of the oil filter should be noted as 

well. In a proper sampling procedure, the oil is removed 

from a warm, ideally still operating engine. 

Even if the sample is properly obtained, fractionation 

can still occur before the sample is analyzed. As the 

sample sits in the container, particulates and "sludge" will 

still settle. (19) Many different procedures have been 

investigated for restoring the oil to a relative homogeneous 

state before analysis. Heating, shaking, and subjecting the 

sample to ultrasonic agitation are the most common methods 

for preparing the sample to be analyzed. (20,21,22) 

standards for Oil Analysis 

A wide variety of materials have been investigated as 

standards for the analysis of wear metals in lubricating 

oils. (23,24,25) Ideally, the standard should contain 

a known amount of the material to be quantitated in 

approximately the same form and matrix as the sample. As 

described in the previous section, the metal in an oil 

sample can be present in a variety of forms making the 



formulation of a true standard difficult. Changes in 

viscosity can occur during the lifetime of the oil. 

Particulate sizes are rather unpredictable. Some, but 

certainly not all, of the metal is present in the form of 

organometallic compounds. 
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The most commonly used standards today are 

organometallic compounds available in a number of forms and 

from a number of sources as shown by the standards 

referenced in the literature.'(22,23,26,27) Samples and 

standards are often diluted with a less viscous solvent to 

reduce the effect of viscosity differences between samples 

and between samples and standards. Viscosity differences 

can have a profound effect on the analyses by affecting 

nebulization efficiency, for example, in atomic emission or 

atomic absorption spectrometry. (15,28,29) Metal 

particle standards have been used in the research laboratory 

to explore instrumental response to particles, but do not 

seem to be used for routine analyses. (16,26,30,31,32) 

Aqueous inorganic standards have also been investigated for 

use with oil analyses. (24,25,33) Since most methods 

respond differently to organometallic compounds and 

particulate samples, the results for any analysis are highly 

dependent on the composition of the sample. (31,34,35) 



Methods of Oil Analysis 

Many methods of analysis have been employed to the 

analysis of wear metals in lubricating fluids with mixed 

results. The most common methods are rotrode spark atomic 
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. emission spectrometry, solvent dilution atomic absorption or 

emission spectrometry, and graphite furnace atomic emission 

spectrometry. In addition, ashed atomic absorption or 

emission spectrometry are generally considered to be the 

benchmarks against which the success of the other techniques 

is measured. Each of these techniques will be discussed 

briefly in turn along with a summary of the advantages and 

disadvantages of each. other 

approaches (36, 37, 38, 39,40) (such as x-ray 

fluorescence(35,41,42,43,44), neutron activation 

analysis(45,46), ferrography(4,47,48) and wet 

chemical methods(49,50»have been explored in research 

laboratories for this work. None of these techniques have 

enjoyed the popularity or success of the techniques to be 

reviewed here. 

Rotrode Spark Atomic Emission Spectrometry 

Rotrode spark atomic emission spectrometry has been 

used for many years by the United States military and others 

for the analysis of wear metals in lubricating 

oils. (1,35,51,52,53,54,55,56) The analysis is 
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rapid and a minimum of expertise is required to operate the 

equipment. In addition, the equipment is highly portable 

and requires a minimum of consumables making the technique 

ideal for field analyses. 

To perform the analysis, the oil sample is placed in a 

sample boat which is positioned under a rotating circular 

carbon electrode (or rotrode) such that the rotrode is 

partially immersed in the sample. As the rot rode is rotated 

through the sample, the oil and the metals present in it are 

carried to the top of the rotrode where a counter electrode 

is positioned. The spark is generated between the rotrode 

and counter electrode and the characteristic atomic emission 

is observed. The emission is passed through a monochromator 

or a polychromator to determine the metals present in the 

sample and their concentrations. The main disadvantage to 

this technique is an insensitivity to metal particulates 

present in the sample. (54,57) Particulates present in the 

sample tend to settle into the bottom of the sample boat and 

are never drawn up onto the rotrode to be analyzed. 

Particulates which are taken up with the oil film, also tend 

to travel back down the oil film and into the boat and so 

remain unanalyzed. In fairness to this technique, it has 

been used by the military for many years and has proven to 

be of value when used as a predictor. However, the 

technique is quite sensitive to sample composition and the 



military has continued to explore the possibilities of 

improved analyses. 

Solvent Dilution Techniques 

The second common method of oil analysis is solvent 

dilution atomic absorption or atomic emission 
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spectrometry. (5,15,19,22,24,25,35,37,53,58,59,60,61,62, 63, 

64,65) In this technique, the sample is diluted with an 

appropriate solvent usually methyl-isobutyl ketone (MIBK) or 

kerosene to reduce its viscosity. The reduced viscosity 

sample can then be aspirated by a standard pneumatic 

nebulizer into a flame or plasma (typically an inductively 

coupled plasma or a direct current plasma) for analysis. 

Since the viscosity of the sample is being reduced, the 

particulates present in the sample once again, settle into 

the bottom of the sample vessel and are, for the most part, 

never aspirated or analyzed. In addition, by the very 

nature of the techniques used, dilution of the sample 

reduces the detection power of the techniques by reducing 

the concentration of the metals in the solution analyzed. 

Standard pneumatic nebulizers have been shown to have poor 

nebulization efficiency in the nebulization of slurries or 

solutions with high particulate content. (1,32,66) 

Differences in viscosity also affect nebulization 

efficiency. Atomic absorption has the additional 
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disadvantage that most instruments allow for the analysis of 

only one element at a time, so that the analyses for the 

most standard 14 elements can be quite time consuming. (64) 

Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission techniques have 

proven more successful than flame atomic emission and 

absorption spectrometry in part because the higher 

temperature of the plasma is more effective at atomizing and 

exciting the particulates that do reach the source. (64) 

Electrothermal Atomization Techniques 

Electrothermal atomization atomic absorption 

spectrometry, particularly graphite furnace atomic 

absorption, is gaining in popularity as a technique for the 

analysis of wear metals in oil. (9,67,68) other related 

methods(69,70,71) such as the use of carbon rod 

atomizers(72,73,74) have also been investigated, but do not 

seem to be in common use. The sample can be analyzed 

directly with no dilution and the technique is relatively 

simple. The sample is micropipetted directly into the 

graphite furnace. The temperature of the furnace is 

controlled so as to first completely ash and then atomize 

the sample. The atomic absorption of the vapor is evaluated 

in the same manner as with flame atomic absorption. 

Graphite furnace analysis does not seem to be as dependent 

on the presence and size of particulates in the sample as 



other techniques. (32) This technique does suffer from two 

problems, however. First, for the most part, graphite 

furnace atomic absorption is a sequential technique 

requiring a different analysis for each element to be 

determined. Second, the small sample size used (usually a 

few microliters) may not always be a statistically 

representative sample of the oil present within the 

engine. (32) 

Ashing and Related Techniques 

The final method of oil analysis to be discussed here 

is actually a grouping of a variety of ashing 
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techniques. (15,75) Assuming a properly mixed sample and 

total digestion, total digestion techniques should give the 

most accurate determination of the total wear metal content 

in the sample. An aliquot of the sample is either wet ashed 

using a mixture of acids(49,76) or is dry ashed in a furnace 

for several hours with the residue being dissolved in an 

acid or a mixture of acids. (49,75,77,78) The sample is then 

diluted to volume with distilled, deionized water and 

aspirated into a flame or plasma for atomic absorption or 

emission. These methods are slow, time consuming and 

technician intensive. As with any analysis involving this 

much sample handling, the possibility of contamination or 

technician error is increased. In addition, the sample is 
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once again being diluted and detection power is being lost. 

Because the ashing is complete in this case, all particulate 

size information is sacrificed in order to obtain the total 

metal content in the sample. 

Many workers have investigated the concept of adding 

acids with and without surfactants to the oil to solubilize 

the metal particulates present prior to 

analysis. (20,21,22,33,79,80,81) In these techniques, a 

concentrated acid or mixture of acids is added to a measured 

amount of used oil and shaken, perhaps with heating or 

ultrasonic agitation, for several minutes. The resultant 

solution is diluted to volume with an appropriate solvent 

(and perhaps a surfactant) and analyzed by atomic absorption 

or atomic emission spectrometry. The use of these 

techniques has resulted in increased recovery of metals 

present as particulates in the samples. These techniques do 

require less time than the total ashing procedures described 

in the previous paragraph, but suffer from many of the same 

disadvantages--more sample preparation than ideal, sample 

dilution, and loss of particulate size information. 

The ideal analytical technique for the analysis of wear 

metals in lubricating fluids would be rapid, inexpensive, 

and simple. (Portability, and a minimum requirement for 

consumab1es is also desireab1e, especially for military 
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applications. (9» No sample preparation would be required 

and simultaneous, multielement quantitation would be precise 

and accurate for any number of elements specified. Data 

could be obtained for total metal content as well as the 

size and composition of individual particulates. This 

particulate information would be indicative of the parts of 

the engine which were wearing and the degree of wear 

involved. 

The Inductively Coupled Plasma 

The inductively coupled plasma (ICP) has several 

characteristics of the "ideal" atomic emission source. The 

high temperature of the ICP results in linear calibration 

curves over many orders of magnitude (typically 4 and up to 

as many as 6) and low detection limits (in the parts per 

billion range) for most elements. (82) with proper choice of 

viewing position, matrix effects can be minimized or, for 

all practical purposes, entirely eliminated for many 

samples. (82) 

Most commercial ICP systems have been automated for 

tuning, sample dilution and introduction, and simUltaneous 

(or near simultaneous) mulitielement data acquisition. The 

systems are becoming less expensive and more portable. The 

requirement for consumables is restricted to argon gas. As 

a result of these qualities, Rippen, Gilbert, and Q'Haver 
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concluded in a recent study for JOAP that inductively 

coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry should be the 

technique of choice for the United states military 

application of the analysis of wear metals in lubricating 

fluids through the year 2000.(10) This section gives a 

general description of the Iep as an atomic emission source 

and defines reference terms to be used throughout the body 

of this dissertation. 

Figure 1.1 diagrams a standard analytical Iep. The Iep 

torch consists of three concentric quartz tubes--an outer 

plasma tube, an intermediate auxiliary tube, and a center 

sample tube. Argon gas flows are introduced between the 

plasma and auxiliary tubes (called the plasma gas), between 

the auxiliary and sample tubes (called the auxiliary gas), 

and through the sample tube (called the sample gas). 

Typical argon gas flow rates are 12 to 15 liters per minute 

for the plasma gas, 0 to 2 liters per minute for the 

auxiliary gas, and 0.5 to 1 liter per minute for the sample 

gas. Ieps can be run with mixed gases such as argon

nitrogen or argon-air, but these systems are beyond the 

scope of this discussion. 

The plasma gas is introduced in a manner designed to 

produce a tangential flow pattern within the Iep torch. 

This gas flow keeps the discharge away from the walls of the 
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PLASMA GAS 
~AUXILARY GAS 

SAMPLE GAS 

Figure 1.1: Diagram of a standard inductively coupled 
plasma torch and discharge. 
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quartz torch. The plasma gas flow also provides the main 

source of argon for the maintenance of the discharge. The 

auxiliary flow can be eliminated entirely in some 

configurations. When present, the auxiliary gas flow keeps 

the discharge away from the tops of the auxiliary and sample 

tubes. The sample gas serves to carry the sample to be 

analyzed into the discharge. Before entering the ICP torch, 

the sample gas is passed through some sort of sample 

introduction device. This device is typically a pneumatic 

nebulizer, but could also be an alternative sampling system 

such as a solid sampling device, for example. 

The radio-frequency (RF) energy necessary to initiate 

and maintain the discharge is supplied to a load coil 

through a matching network. The frequency of the RF is 

generally 27 or 40 MHz and typical powers range from 1 to 2 

kW for standard Ieps. The load coil is usually a 2 to 3 

turn coil of copper tubing which is positioned 

concentrically around the ICP torch. An additional quartz 

bonnet is placed between the ICP torch and the load coil to 

prevent the discharge from arcing to the load coil. Cooling 

water is passed through the coil at a rate of several liters 

per minute to remove excess heat. The matching network 

serves to couple the output of the RF transmitter to the 

plasma discharge with a minimum amount of power reflected 

back to the transmitter. 
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The discharge is initiated by introducing free 

electrons into the flowing argon stream with the RF power on 

and the matching network properly tuned. The initiation is 

usually accomplished by use of a Tesla coil. Once 

initiated, the discharge is most easily described as taking 

the shape of a flame, although this description is deceiving 

in regards to the true nature of the plasma. The primary 

energy deposition region is a torroid formed within the 

torch in the region of the load coil. The flowing gases 

force some of the discharge out above this torroid producing 

the flame-like appearance of the discharge. The sample gas 

is directed into the center of the torroid and "punches" the 

sample through the center of the discharge. The sample gas 

flow is usually visually discernable as a dark channel 

through the center of the plasma. The primary concentration 

of analyte exists in this central channel and, thus, the 

highest emission intensity is also located in the central 

channel. 

The plasma actually consists of a large number of 

electrons under the influence of the RF field interacting 

with and ionizing the argon atoms present in the gas flows. 

These ionizations produce more electrons and so the 

discharge is self-sustaining so long as the RF field is 

present. As an aerosol sample progresses through the 

discharge, desolvation, vaporization, atomization, and 
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excitation occur. For many elements, the most sensitive 

atomic emission line in the Iep is an ion line, so 

ionization and ion excitation must be added to the processes 

listed. The region of maximum signal-to-background ratio 

for most elements occurs 10 to 15 millimeters above the load 

coil in the central channel. It is in this region that the 

radiation from the primary energy deposition region is 

beginning to decay while the analyte is still being excited 

and producing its characteristic photons. 

The different regions in the plasma can be easily 

identified visually by the introduction of a concentrated 

solution of yttrium into the Iep.(83) The region where 

desolvation, vaporization, and atomization takes place is 

called the pre-heating zone (PHZ) and is identified as a 

colorless region in the central channel in the load coil 

area. The initial radiation zone (IRZ) where the first 

excitation and emission take place will be red in color from 

the yttrium atom emission. The region of maximum signal-to

background ratio is called the normal analytical zone (NAZ). 

The NAZ can be located by the intense blue color (yttrium 

ion emission) in the central channel. Additionally, the 

tail flame or plume region becomes a vibrant red from the 

yttrium oxide emission. These emission regions define the 

standard inductively coupled plasma discharge. 
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oil Analysis by the Inductively Coupled Plasma 

As described earlier, the primary uses of the ICP in 

the area of oil analysis have been in systems where the 

sample has been ashed and resolvated in an acidic aqueous 

solution or where the sample has been diluted with MIBK or 

kerosene to reduce its viscosity. (14,15,19,32,53,58,60,61, 

62,63,64,65,75) Of course, the most desireable situation 

would be one in which no sample preparation was required at 

all and the sample could be injected directly into the ICP 

with no pretreatment. Such a system has been devised in the 

Denton research group at the University of Arizona. A brief 

overview of previous work and system development will be 

discussed here. A complete description of the 

instrumentation currently employed will be given in Chapter 

2 of this dissertation. 

In 1981, Heine showed that, using a heated Babington 

principle nebulizer, nebulization of undiluted lubricating 

oils was possible. (84) Babington principle nebulizers can 

nebulize viscous, particulate laden, concentrated solutions 

without clogging or salting. (85,86) The Babington 

principle nebulizer was first introduced by Babington in 

1970 to spray very viscous samples such as paint. (87) 

Many variations on the Babington design have since been 

widely evaluated by the analytical chemistry community and 

have been found capable of nebulizing viscous, particulate 
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laden solutions of high salt content with reasonable 

success. (86) Heine and others obtained linear calibration 

curves over several orders of magnitude using organometallic 

standards in oil with a standard Iep system. Heating the 

nebulizer reduced the viscosity effects of different weights 

of standard automobile oils on nebulization. These data 

showed great promise for the direct analysis of wear metals. 

Algeo continued the research by replacing the 

previously used peristaltic pump with a syringe pump for the 

introduction of oil samples. (88) The syringe pump system 

provided more control for reproducible sample introduction 

to the nebulizer. Several used automobile oils were 

analyzed by direct nebulizati0n Iep and the results were 

compared with solvent dilution atomic absorption 

spectrometry and ashed atomic absorption spectrometry. The 

results for the direct nebulization method were generally 

higher than those for the solvent dilution analyses, but not 

so high as the ashed atomic absorption results. Lack of 

sensitivity to particles was blamed for the differences in 

response. This explanation seems logical as more of the 

particles should have been nebulized and, therefore, 

detected, in the direct nebulization method than in the 

solvent dilution method. 

In an effort to improve particulate recovery, the Iep 

was inverted as in the original configuration of 
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Reed. (89,90) with the nebulizer chamber placed above 

the inverted rep, particles which are nebulized should fall 

more easily through the discharge rather than being carried 

up through a conventional discharge by the argon sample gas. 

Data showed that improved particle recovery was possible for 

some of the samples previously analyzed by Heine. (28) The 

data were in much better agreement with the ashed atomic 

absorption results, but initial studies indicated that 

complete particulate recovery had not yet been achieved. 

Improved Particulate Analysis by rep 

Two methods are investigated in this work for the 

improvement of particle recovery in the analysis of used 

lubricating oils by Iep. In the first method, a high-power, 

inverted rep is employed. As the power to the Iep is 

increased, the temperature of the discharge should also 

increase. This increase in temperature should lead to 

increased vaporization, atomization, and excitation of the 

atoms in the particles. At the point where the particles 

are completely atomized, the emission from the inverted rep 

should be the same for organometallic or particulate metal 

introduced into the discharge. Studies are presented which 

show the successes and limitations of this approach. 

The second approach to improved particulate recovery is 

to increase the residence time of the particle in the 
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discharge. The increased residence time allows for more 

complete vaporization, atomization, and excitation of the 

atoms within the particle. To this end, a dual inductively 

coupled plasma has been developed. Coleman and Allen first 

reported on a similar analytical discharge in 1984(91) and 

later used that discharge to analyze powdered coal fly 

ash. (92) The system used here differs considerably in the 

instrumentation involved. These differences will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 2. 

The dual ICP is characterized via a standard local 

thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) framework. Emission 

intensities, ion-to-atom ratios, and temperatures with 

respect to position in the plasmas for a number of different 

elements are compared with LTE and with the accepted results 

from a standard single ICP. 
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CHAPTER 2 

INSTRUMENTATION 

The inductively coupled plasma systems used to perform 

the oil analyses and theoretical studies conducted in this 

dissertation will be described in this chapter. Each system 

will be discussed in turn with the similarities and 

differences highlighted. Some of this information has been 

presented elsewhere and will be only summarized here for 

clarity and completeness of this dissertation. Some 

modifications have been made to these systems during the 

course of these studies. This chapter will discuss only the 

basic systems: any modifications to the systems will be 

discussed in the relevant chapters. 

The Inverted Inductively Coupled Plasma System 

with the introduction of the ICP in the early 1960s, 

Reed used the discharge to grow crystals of refractory metal 

oxides. (89,90) The plasma was operated in the inverted 

configuration and powders of the metal oxides were dropped 

through the discharge. The crystals were grown just beyond 

the discharge underneath the plasma torch. with the use of 

the ICP for analytical applications by Fassel and Greenfield 



only a few years later, the ICP was turned "right side up" 

in the common configuration today. (93,94) Thus, 
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historical basis exists, not only for the inverted 

configuration of the ICP, but also for the introduction of 

refractory powders into the discharge. Unlike Reed's 

situation, complete vaporization and atomization are desired 

in this application. An overall block diagram of the 

inverted ICP system used in these investigations is shown in 

Figure 2.1. Standard operating conditions and relevant 

dimensions are given in Table 2.1. 

Plasma Power Supply 

A Collins model 204C-l radio-frequency transmitter 

(Collins Radio, Cedar Rapids, Iowa) driven by a crystal 

controlled oscillator (International Crystal Manufacturing 

Company, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma) provides the RF power at 

27.12 MHz and up to 10 kW. The system is equipped with a 

safety shutoff circuit to automatically turn off the 

transmitter in the event that the plasma is 

extinguished. (95) This circuit prevents the high 

reflected power and potential damage to the final output 

stage of the transmitter which are possible when operating 

the transmitter without a discharge. 

The RF power is coupled into the plasma through a 

modified pi matching network as shown in Figure 2.2.(96) 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic block diagram of the inverted Iep 
system. 
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Table 2.1: Operating Conditions and Dimensions for the 
Inverted Inductively Coupled Plasma System 

Torch size 

Plasma tube 20.5 nun o.d. 
1S.0 nun Ld. 

Auxiliary tube 12.0 nun o.d. 
10.0 nun Ld. 

Flare 15.0 nun o.d. 
13.0 nun Ld. 

Sample tube 6.0 nun o.d. 
4.0 nun Ld. 

Gas Flows 

Plasma Gas 15 l/min 
Auxiliary Gas 2 l/min 
Sample Gas O.S l/min 

Matching Network Settings 

Power capacitor 34S pF 
Other capacitor 104.9 pF 
Load coil inductance 1.0 J.£H 

Nebulizer Settings 

Temperature SO - 100°C 
Sample delivery rate 0.5 ml/min 
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Figure 2.2: Modified pi matching network used to couple the 
radio-frequency power into the plasma discharge. 
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This matching network consists of two vacuum variable 

capacitors (Jennings Radio, San Francisco, California) 

continuously tunable between 10 and 800 pF capacitance. The 

load coil is two turns of one-quarter inch copper tubing 

through which cooling water is run at a rate of several 

liters per minute. (This rate is not critical so long as it 

is constant and the heating of the matching network is not 

too great.) The cooling water is pumped (Little Giant Pump 

Company, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma) from a 3 gallon 

recirculating bath which is cooled via a 10 foot coil of 1/4 

inch copper tubing through which house chilled water is 

circulated. A safety circuit prevents power from being 

supplied to the plasma unless the cooling water pump is in 

operation. 

Torch Base 

The Iep torch base is a demountable design constructed 

from the design of Windsor, Heine, and Denton. (96) Spacers 

within the torch base and teflon spacers between the quartz 

tubes of the torch itself maintain the essential concentric 

alignment of the quartz tubes. The tangential flow spacer 

placed between the auxiliary and plasma tubes is machined 

with two threads at 5 turns per inch to allow maximum gas 

flow and insure the tangential flow pattern of the plasma 

gas. A laminar flow spacer is placed between the sample and 
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auxiliary tubes. The plasma tube is extended several 

centimeters beyond the load coil for the inverted ICP. This 

configuration, shown in Figure 2.3, constrains the plasma to 

its "normal" shape in this inverted position. Use of a 

plasma tube and bonnet arrangement similar to the one 

described in Chapter 1 in the inverted orientation results 

in the gases turning upward immediately upon exiting the 

plasma tube. (The hot gases rise.) As a result, the size 

of the discharge is diminished and the viewing region is 

restricted or completely eliminated. with the extended 

plasma tube in place, the discharge is viewed through the 

quartz wall. The optimal viewing region with an extended 

plasma tube is slightly further from the load coil (further 

into the discharge) than in the situation where the standard 

plasma tube length has been used even in the case of an ICP 

in the "normal" configuration. 

Babington Principle Nebulizer 

A heated Babington principle nebulizer built in-house 

is used to nebulize the oil samples directly into the 

inverted ICP. The basic design of a Babington principle 

nebulizer is very simple. The sample is pumped through a 

relatively large orifice and is allowed to flow over a 

surface. A smaller orifice in this surface serves as the 

sample gas inlet. As the pressurized sample gas rapidly 
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PLASMA GAS 

Figure 2.3: Inverted ICP torch configuration showing teflon 
spacers and extended plasma tube. 



exits the gas orifice, the sample film is disrupted and an 

aerosol cloud results. The nebulizer block used in these 

stUdies is diagrammed in Figure 2.4. 
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While viscous solutions can be nebulized by a Babington 

principle nebulizer, variations in viscosity do cause a 

difference in nebulization efficiency as shown by different 

recovery rates of organometallic standards spiked into 

varying weights of motor oils. (28) Since hot oil is 

obviously less viscous than cold oil, the nebulizer itself 

is heated by a cartridge heater under the control of a 

Variac. The temperature of the nebulizer block is monitored 

by an iron-constantan thermocouple and gauge and is 

maintained at approximately 80·C. This temperature permits 

the nebulization of oils varying from 10 to 50 weight with 

little difference in recovery. 

To allow the nebulizer to function with the inverted 

lep, the spray chamber has been modified and a second 

droplet collector chamber added to prevent large droplets of 

oil from running down the sample tube and extinguishing the 

discharge. The modified spray chamber and droplet collector 

are shown in Figure 2.5. Both chambers are constructed of 

pyrex glass in house. A plexiglass body with o-ring seals 

connects the nebulizer block with the spray chamber. 
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Figure 2.4: Diagram of the construction of the heated 
Babington principle nebulizer. 
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Figure 2.5: Spray chamber and drop collector for Babington 
principle nebulizer in the inverted Iep system. 
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The sample is introduced into the nebulizer via a 

stepper motor driven syringe pump. The circuit used to 

drive the RapidSyn stepper motor driver (Computer Devices, 

Santa Fe Springs, California) is shown in Figure 2.6. The 

Rapidsyn driver in turn controls the stepper motor (Computer 

Devices, Santa Fe Springs, California). The circuit 

delivers two frequencies--the upper frequency adjusted to 75 

Hz and the lower frequency is a factor of 10 less than the 

upper. The lower frequency is used to introduce the sample 

into the nebulizer for analysis. The higher frequency is 

used to slew the motor to rinse the sample delivery system 

or to back the stepper motor to remove and replace the 

syringe. Syringes used are 3 ml luer lock syringes 

(Monoject, st. Louis, Missouri). 

Data System 

The entire torch box and sample introduction system 

assembly can be translated vertically by use of a lab jack 

mounted underneath the torch box. A quartz lens of 20 cm 

focal length is used to image the discharge in a 1 to 1 

ratio onto the entrance slit of a Heath monochromator with 

grating blazed at 250 nm (Heath, Benton Harbor, Michigan). 

Slit width is set at 50 ~m and slit height is 2 mm. The 

detector is a red-enhanced photomultiplier tube (R955, 

Hamamatsu, Middlesex, New Jersey) operated at -700 volts by 
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Figure 2.6: Circuit for operating stepper motor driven 
syringe pump for sample delivery to the Babington 
principle nebulizer. 
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a Power Designs Pacific Inc. model 1565 high voltage power 

supply (Power Designs Pacific, Inc., Palo Alto, California). 

The electrometer was built in house by Heine. (84) Data were 

collected on a Linear strip chart recorder (Linear 

Instruments Corp., Irvine, California). 

Oil Solutions 

All oil solutions were made using Conostan 75 base oil 

(Conoco, Ponca City, Oklahoma). organometallic standards 

were prepared weight by weight from Conostan Organometallic 

Standards (Conoco, Ponca City, Oklahoma) diluted with base 

oil. Particulate iron standards were prepared from sieved 

iron powder (Atlantic Equipment Engineers, Bergenfield, New 

Jersey) in a weight by weight dilution with base oil. The 

particle sizing was done by ATM Test Sieves, Inc., ATM 

corporation, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

The Dual Inductively Coupled Plasma System 

A general block diagram of the dual ICP system and a 

table of standard operating conditions and relevant 

dimensions are given in Figure 2.7 and Table 2.2. A more 

detailed description of the radio-frequency power system, 

optics, and data acquisition system was given by smith. (97) 
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Figure 2.7: Block diagram of the dual inductively coupled 
plasma system. 
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Table 2.2: operating Conditions and Dimensions for the Dual 
Inductively Coupled Plasma System 

Torch size 

Second plasma tube 2S.0 mm o.d. 
24.5 mm Ld. 

Plasma tube 20.5 mm o.d. 
lS.0 mm Ld. 

Auxiliary tube 12.0 mm o.d. 
10.0 mm Ld. 

Flare 15.0 mm o.d. 
13.0 mm Ld. 

Sample tube 6.0 mm o.d. 
4.0 mm Ld. 

Gas Flows 

Second Plasma Gas 20 l/min 
First Plasma Gas 15 l/min 
Auxiliary Gas 2 l/min 
Sample Gas o.s l/znin 

Matching Network Settings 

Lower network 
Power capacitor 34S pF 
other capacitor 105 pF 
Load coil inductance 1.0 I-£H 

Upper network 
Power capacitor SOO pF 
other capacitor 150 pF 
Load coil inductance 1.0 I-£H 

Nebulizer Settings 

Sample delivery rate 0.5 ml/min 
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Plasma Power Supply 

As in the inverted ICP system, radio frequency power 

for the discharge is supplied by a Collins 204C-1 radio

frequency transmitter (Collins Radio, Cedar Rapids, Iowa) 

driven by a 27.12 MHz quartz crystal oscillator 

(International Crystal Manufacturing Company, Oklahoma City, 

Oklahoma). This system, also, is equipped with a safety 

shutoff circuit to automatically turn off the transmitter in 

the event that the plasma is extinguished. (95) This circuit 

prevents the high reflected power and potential damage to 

the final output stage of the transmitter which are possible 

when operating the transmitter without a discharge. 

The RF power is coupled into the plasma through a dual 

modified pi matching network as shown in Figure 2.8. This 

matching network consists of two modified pi matching 

networks connected in parallel. Each matching network is 

comprised of two vacuum variable capacitors (Jennings Radio, 

San Francisco, California) continuously tunable between 10 

and 800 pF capacitance. The each load coil is two turns of 

one-quarter inch copper tubing through which cooling water 

is run at a rate of several liters per minute. (This rate 

is not critical so long as it is constant and the heating of 

the matching network is not too great.) The cooling water 

is pumped (Little Giant Pump Company, Oklahoma City, 
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Figure 2.8: Circuit diagram for dual modified pi matching 
network for radio frequency power delivery to the 
dual inductively coupled plasma. 
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Oklahoma) from a 25 gallon recirculating bath which is 

cooled via a 50 foot coil of 1/4 inch copper tubing through 

which house chilled water is circulated. Power connection 

to the upper matching network is accomplished by 10 inches 

. of 1/2 inch conducting braid connecting the lower arms of 

the two load coils. 

Torch Base 

The rep torch base is a demountable design constructed 

from the design of Phillips, smith, Webb, and Denton. (9a) 

The use of the two piece demountable torch base along with 

an adjustable mounting of the upper matching network allows 

the distance between the two load coils to be easily varied 

from very close together (equivalent to a continuous single 

four turn load coil) to 15 or more centimeters of 

separation. An additional plexiglass base with o-ring seals 

permits the introduction of the second plasma gas between 

the first and second plasma tubes. Spacers within the torch 

base and teflon spacers between the quartz tubes of the 

torch itself maintain the essential concentric alignment of 

the quartz tubes. Two tangential flow spacers placed 

between the first and second plasma tubes and between the 

auxiliary and plasma tubes (each ma~hined with two threads 

at 5 turns per inch to allow maximum gas flow) insure the 

tangential flow pattern of the plasma gases. A laminar flow 
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spacer is still used between the sample and auxiliary tubes. 

Each plasma tube is extended several centimeters beyond its 

respective load coil. This configuration, shown in 

Figure 2.9, greatly lessens quenching of the discharges from 

atmospheric entrainment. The first plasma tube essentially 

serves as the auxiliary tube for the upper plasma. 

Nebulizer 

The nebulizer used for these studies is a Meinhard TR-

30-A3 nebulizer (J. E. Meinhard Associates, Santa Ana, 

california). The nebulizer was mounted in a homebuilt Scott 

type nebulizer chamber with two baffles. (97) The solution 

is delivered to the nebulizer by a peristaltic pump. 

Optical and Data System 

with the extended plasma tubes in place, the discharges 

are viewed through the quartz wall. The optical system in 

this case consists of a periscope type arrangement shown in 

Figure 2.10. This configuration allows emission intensity 

data to be obtained from any location in the plasmas. The 

system is comprised of a 30 cm focal length lens (used to 

collimate the light) and a folding mirror mounted on a 

horizontal translational stage. The horizontal stage and an 

additional folding mirror are mounted on a vertical 

translational stage. A final stationary folding mirror 

directs the light onto a 22 mm focal length concave mirror 
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Figure 2.9: Configuration of the dual inductively coupled 
plasma. 
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Figure 2.10: Periscope optical system for viewing the dual 
inductively coupled plasma. 
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which focusses the light onto the entrance slit to the 

GCA/MacPherson monochromator (model EU-700, GCA/MacPherson, 

Acton, Massachusetts). The slit width is set to 25 ~m and 

the slit height is 1 mm. 

The optical periscope, electrometer and monochromator 

are all controlled by a Nova 800 computer (Data General 

corporation, Southboro, Massachusetts). Data are taken (via 

a series of FORTH programs) (97) and stored on a 10 M byte 

disk drive (Data General Corporation, Southboro, 

Massachusetts). Data can also be transferred via an RS-232 

interface to an IBM compatible personal computer (Mitac 

Corporation) for further data workup using Quattro (Borland 

International, Scotts Valley, California) and Asyst 

(Macmillian Software Company, New York, New York). 

Solutions 

Unless otherwise noted in specific chapters, all 

solutions were made in 1000 ppm initial concentrations by 

published standard methods. (99) All solutions of lesser 

concentration were made by serial dilution of the 1000 ppm 

stock solutions. 



operation of the Dual Inductively Coupled Plasma 

Briefly, the initiation and operation of the dual 

inductively coupled plasma is somewhat different than the 

operation of a standard ICP. Before initiation is 

attempted, the upper matching network must be mistuned by 

increasing the capacitance of the "not" power capacitor a 

couple of turns beyond its normal operating range. The 

lower discharge is initiated in a normal fashion with the 

second plasma gas totally off and the RF power set for 

approximately 1.5 kW. Following tuning of the lower 

discharge for minimum reflected power, the forward power 

should be reduced to slightly more than 1 kW and the 

peristaltic pump turned on. 
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After a warmup period of approximately 15 minutes in 

which the lower matching network is continuously tuned for 

minimum reflected power, initiation of the upper discharge 

may begin. First the second plasma gas flow is turned on 

and the forward power of the system in increased to 2 to 2.5 

kW. The "not" power capacitor of the upper matching network 

is slowly tuned to bring in the upper discharge. The power 

capacitor of the lower matching network is tuned up in 

capacitance and the "not" power capacitor of the lower 

matching network is tuned down in capacitance to compensate 

for the extra load on the system. The "not" power capacitor 
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in the upper matching network is tuned until the upper 

plasma is of approximately the same luminosity as the lower 

plasma. The lower matching network is used to maintain 

acceptable reflected power readings. 

Either plasma may be operated independently of the 

other plasma. In fact, as just described, the lower plasma 

is routinely used to initiate the upper plasma. The upper 

plasma may be operated in a single mode as well by mistuning 

the lower matching network. The upper plasma cannot be used 

to initiate the lower plasma in the current torch 

configuration because the lower plasma, instead of forming 

in its standard location, will attempt to form between the 

first and second plasma tubes. In this confined space, the 

discharge quickly melts the quartz plasma tubes. 

Overtuning the upper matching network will cause the 

lower discharge to extinguish and the upper discharge to 

consume all of the power supplied to the dual matching 

network. In this event, the system must be shut down and 

the argon purged from the second plasma gas stream before 

initiation can begin again. 

Dual Inductively Coupled Plasmas in the Literature 

The first analytical dual ICP was reported in the 

literature by Allen and Coleman in 1984.(91) These 

researchers reported the characterization of a low-power, 
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low-flow rate dual ICP system in 1987.(92) The system 

described here differs in many respects from the one used by 

Allen and Coleman. An effort will be made to point out 

these differences here to aid in comparing results from 

their studies with those conducted in this dissertation. 

These comparisons will be made primarily in Chapters 5 and 

6. 

The radio frequency power supply used by these 

researchers was designed to operate intermittently in low 

power systems. (100) The power supply was a modification of 

a unit used in amateur radio applications. This supply 

permitted a forward operating power of only 750 watts and a 

5 minute duty cycle. The method of operation was referred 

to as "burst mode" operation in which the discharges were 

initiated, stabilized, and one data point taken. The system 

was the turned off and allowed to dissipate accumulated heat 

to prevent overheating. The matching network were I-type 

matching network which were presumably connected in parallel 

as described for the modified pi matching networks employed 

in the current investigations. 

The torch employed by Coleman and Allen was a one-piece 

quartz ICP torch with a fixed distance of 10 cm between the 

discharges. The torch and load coils were on translational 

stages so that various observation areas in the two plasmas 
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could be chosen. Data were taken primarily in the normal 

analytical zone regions of both the lower (sampling) and the 

upper (excitation) plasmas. 



CHAPTER 3 

PARTICLE ANALYSIS BY INVERTED 

INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMA 
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The accurate analysis of particulate matter is very 

important in the investigation of wear metals in lubricating 

fluids.~ Par~icle size and composition can be indicative of 

the type of wear which is occurring and the affected engine 

parts. Particles are difficult to analyze by conventional 

means for a number of reasons outlined in Chapter 1. In the 

ICP, two major problems exist in the analysis of particles. 

The first is introduction of the particle, in this case, in 

the oil sample. Actually getting a particle, especially a 

large particle into the discharge can be extremely 

difficult. The second problem is complete vaporization of 

the particle. If the particle is totally atomized, each 

individual atom can emit. In theory, the emission intensity 

from a given concentration of organometallic compound should 

be the same as the emission intensity from the same 

concentration of metal present in the form of particulates 

of any size. 

In this chapter, the instrumentation described in 

Chapter 2, with some modifications, will be used to analyze 
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solutions of iron particles. A number of samples of sized 

iron particles will be used to explore the effect of 

particle size on the emission intensity of a sample as a 

function of RF power and viewing region. Iron will be used 

as a representative element in these studies due to 

convenience and the fact that, in most situations, the 

concentration of iron in used lubricating oils will be amonq 

the highest of any metal. 

This chapter will explore the effect of power in the 

inverted inductively coupled plasma (IIep) on the analysis 

of iron particulates in synthetic oil standards. An 

increase in RF power supplied to the Iep should help to 

completely vaporize, atomize, and excite the iron atoms 

present in the particulates. If a sufficiently high power 

can be reached, the level of emission of even the largest 

iron particles in solution should approach that of the 

organometallic solutions. Increasing the power supplied to 

the discharge also increases the background continuum. (82) 

For aqueous solutions, it has been found that lower powers 

produce better detection limits. In this case, however, 

incomplete vaporization of the sample results in little or 

no detection, so the investigation of increased power is 

warranted. 
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Initial Studies with the Inverted ICP 

Initial investigations were begun utilizing the system 

described in Chapter 2 with the exception that the radio

frequency transmitter employed was a Collins model FRT-24 

(Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa). This 

particular transmitter is capable of a maximum forward power 

of approximately 0 to 1.25 kW. Early studies showed rapidly 

increasing emission intensities with increasing RF power 

supplied to the discharge over the limited range of 0.75 to 

1.25 kW. These results led to the studies to be reported in 

this chapter. Obviously more power was required to fully 

investigate this relationship. A higher power transmitter 

(the Collins 204C-1 described in Chapter 2) was employed to 

provide the RF power for the remainder of these 

investigations. Also as a result of these initial 

investigations, a slow bleed of oxygen (approximately 0.5 

ljmin) was added to the plasma gas flow to reduce carbon 

deposits on the plasma tube in the optical viewing region. 

ICP Torch Modifications 

In addition to the utilization of an RF transmitter 

capable of supplying higher power to the discharge, some 

modifications to the ICP torch itself were necessary. When 

the discharge was operated at powers greater than 

approximately 2 kW, the probability of melting the quartz 
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tubes used in the torch became quite high. One immediate 

problem was lack of concentricity of the auxiliary and 

sample tubes used in the demountable torch base. At higher 

powers, any slight deviation is likely to direct the plasma 

. discharge into the wall of the plasma tube causing 

overheating and melting of the quartz. This problem was 

easily solved by extra efforts to achieve precision on the 

part of the glassblowers. 

Even with improved concentricity, the problem of torch 

overheating still occurred at higher powers. As RF power 

supplied to the discharge increases, the physical size of 

the discharge also appears to increase forcing the discharge 

into the quartz wall of the plasma tube and causing it to 

melt. Increases in argon gas flow rates, particularly the 

plasma gas flow, were helpful only to a point. 

The solution employed was to place a pyrex bonnet 

outside the plasma tube as diagrammed in Figure 3.1. House 

air was directed in a laminar flow between this bonnet and 

the plasma tube at a rate of several liters per minute. The 

flow is not particularly crucial so long as excessive 

heating of the plasma tube is prevented. Since the bonnet 

does not extend into the viewing region of the lIep, no 

reduction in signal intensity is observed from the pyrex. 

The house air was filtered, however, to prevent oil present 

from the compressor from settling on the outside of the 
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Figure 3.1: Inverted inductively coupled plasma with 
cooling bonnet in place. 
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plasma tube. 

Iron Emission Data 

Figure 3.2 shows the effects of power and viewing 

region on the signal intensity of a 500 ppm organometallic 

iron standard. The signal increases with power almost 

linearly at lower powers, but begins to roll off at higher 

powers. This roll off indicates that the maximum effect of 

increasing power has been nearly reached for the 

organometallic case. 

Figure 3.3 shows the effects of power and viewing 

region on the signal intensity of a 500 ppm soluticn of iron 

particles of less than 5 ~m in size. The relative intensity 

axis of the particulate iron is approximately 50 times more 

sensitive than the axis for the organometallic plot shown in 

the previous figure and the noise of the data is 

significantly increased. The chart tracing appears to be a 

series of "spikes" superimposed on one another. The 

important fact to note from Figure 3.3 is that the signal 

intensity is still rising steeply with increasing RF power 

applied to the discharge. This response indicates that the 

particles are probably not completely atomized even at the 

highest powers used in this study. This supposition is 
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further reinforced by the significantly lowered signal 

intensities. 
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Figure 3.4 shows the signal intensity versus power and 

viewing region curves for a sample 500 ppm in iron particles 

between 5 ~m and 15 ~m in size. The sign~l intensity is 

once again greatly reduced from the signal intensity in the 

previous figure. The signal intensity is also seen to rise 

quite steeply at the beginning of the power curves. The 

leveling off of the signal at higher powers may be more due 

to the settling of the particles in the syringe than to an 

actual roll off of signal intensity with increasing power. 

Subsequent sample of iron particles between 15 ~m and 25 ~m, 

25 ~m and 35 ~m, 35 ~m and 45 ~m, and greater than 45 ~m 

showed little to no signal intensity save a single "spike" 

which was occasionally visible on the chart recorder. The 

iron particulates were visible on the bottom of the syringe 

after a very short time. 

Figure 3.5 shows the signal intensity versus power and 

viewing region curves for a sample of 500 ppm iron particles 

of mixed size less than 45 ~m. Signal intensity here is on 

the same order as the signal intensity for particles between 

5 ~m and 15 ~m in size. Additional data from the ATM 

Corporation suggests that most of the emission intensity 

observed here is actually from the particles less than 5 ~m 

in size. A sample of the mixed size iron particles provided 
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to them for sizing contained greater than 80% by weight 

particles less than 5 ~m in diameter. 

Evaluation and Limitations of this System 
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The data for iron particulate emission presented in 

this chapter indicate that increasing the radio frequency 

power supplied to the discharge does increase the emission 

signal intensity above the background for these samples. 

Furthermore, the data indicate that while emission for 

organometallic iron samples is reaching a maximum, the 

emission intensity for iron particles is rising steeply as a 

function of power. rt would seem that the appropriate 

course of action is to continue to increase the radio 

frequency power supplied to the inverted rep to determine 

the power necessary to completely vaporize and atomize these 

particles. 

The major limitation of the system presented in this 

chapter is a great drawback to the goal of increased power. 

Although the cooled inverted rep no longer experiences the 

quartz melting of the standard inverted rep, the high radio 

frequency powers are causing an obstruction of the optical 

viewing region. As the power to the inverted rep is 

increased, the visible size of the discharge increases. The 

discharge apparently is capable of vaporizing quartz from 

the wall of the plasma tube and the end of the auxiliary 
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tube. This material is carried along by the plasma gas 

flows. As the outer gas cools some of this material is 

redeposited onto the wall of the plasma tube further away 

from the load coil--directly in the optical viewing region. 

The quartz of the plasma tube takes on the opaque appearance 

of frosted glass and the emission reaching the monochromator 

is attenuated significantly. The material is actually in 

the form of a powder which can be removed from the plasma 

tube (after the plasma tube has been allowed to cool to room 

temperature) by gently rubbing the inner surface of the 

quartz. Prolonged operation of the inverted rep at powers 

above approximately 3 kW results in inconsistent data from 

this "frosting" effect. 



CHAPTER 4 

ANALYTE EMISSION BEHAVIOR IN THE 

DUAL INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMA 

The first step in the evaluation of the dual 

inductively coupled plasma (DICP) is to compare emission 

intensities and profiles with those known for the standard 

ICP. These profiles and intensities will also be briefly 

compared with data taken on a DICP system by Coleman and 

Allen. (9l,92) Significant differences exist between the 

experimental system employed by Coleman and Allen and the 

one used for these studies. These differences will be 

highlighted later in this chapter. 

Hard and Soft Lines 

The concept of hard and soft lines provide a useful 

framework from which to evaluate and compare the emission 

profiles of the DICP with those of the standard ICP. 

Boumans first used the terms "hard" and "soft" to describe 

emission profiles in the inductively coupled plasma.ClOl) 

By the original definition, soft emission lines showed a 

reduction in emission intensity with increasing radio

frequency power supplied to the ICP although the power 

82 
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dependence was slight. Emission lines of atoms with low to 

medium first ionization potential and emission lines of ions 

with low second ionization potential were found to be soft 

lines. By contrast, hard emission lines showed an increase 

in emission intensity with increasing power supplied to the 

discharge and were more strongly dependent on power. 

Emission lines of atoms with high first ionization potential 

and emission lines of ions with high second ionization 

potential were found to be hard lines. The experiments 

which led to these definitions were conducted with the 

viewing region fixed at 15 mm above the load coil. 

Eventually, the above definitions were modified by 

Blades and Horlick to reflect a more accurate picture of the 

events actually occurring within the ICP.(102) Rather 

than the direct power dependence described by Boumans, 

Blades and Horlick separated the soft and hard emissions 

based on the spatial dependence of the maximum emission 

intensity with respect to power. Soft lines actually do 

exhibit an increase in emission intensity with increasing RF 

power, however, the emission intensity maximum shifts lower 

in the plasma (toward the load coil) with increasing power. 

Hard lines also increase in intensity with power, but the 

emission intensity maximum remains relatively fixed with 

respect to the load coil. Soft lines show a maximum 

emission intensity lower in the plasma (closer to the load 
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coil) than hard lines. The soft line region was defined to 

be below 15 mm above the load coil and the hard line region 

ranged from 15 to 25 mm above the load coil. Finally; 

Blades and Horlick found that all soft lines were atomic 

emission lines while all ionic emission lines and those 

atomic lines (such as the atomic lines of copper and silver) 

which have relatively high ionization potentials (above 8 

eV) behaved as hard lines. The terminology of soft and hard 

lines is really a convenient way to describe a series of 

events which are a continuum, as will be illustrated by the 

data presented in this'chapter. 

Experimental Conditions 

For this study, emission profiles were obtained for 

lines of a number of elements representing a wide variety of 

ionization and excitation potentials. The relevant data 

corresponding to these transitions are shown in Table 4.1. 

Solutions were prepared as described in Chapter 2. 

Emission intensity data for spatial contour maps were 

taken using the DICP/optical periscope system under the 

operating conditions described in Chapter 2. Forward power 

was 2 kW and reflected power <50 watts. Emission 

intensities were measured every 1 mm across the width of the 

plasma from 0 to +8 mm (with 0 being plasma center) and 
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every 4 mm up the plasmas from 0 (position of the lower load 

coil) to 100 mm above the lower load coil. The position of 

the upper load coil was between about 44 and 52 mm above the 

lower load coil. Data are presented as half contour maps 

with contours at increments of 10% of the maximum emission 

intensity for any given element. 

Visual Inspection of the Dual ICP 

When properly tuned, the dual ICP appears to two 

distinct, stable discharges connected by a filament of 

discharge between the top of the lower plasma and the bottom 

of the upper plasma. Both the lower and upper plasmas look 

like standard discharges in extended plasma tubes; that is, 

the discharges are slightly elongated compared to a 

discharge in a short torch with bonnet (depicted in Figure 

1.1) due to lack of atmospheric entrainment and subsequent 

quenching of the discharge. The upper discharge appears to 

be slightly larger in diameter than the lower discharge due 

to the increased size of the plasma tube for the upper 

discharge. When properly tuned, the two discharges appear 

to be of approximately equal luminosity to the eye. 

The distinctness of the two discharges and the size of 

the filament connecting the two is a function of the radio

frequency power applied to the system and the distance 

between the load coils. As power to the system is 
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increased, the diameter of the connecting filament grows 

larger. Closer spacing between the two load coils results 

in a broader connecting filament and a more continuous 

appearance of the two discharge regions. Larger spacing 

between the two load coils results in a slender or almost 

absent connecting filament and the appearance of two more 

discrete discharge regions. (Coleman and Allen used a 

separation of 10 cm between the two load coils and observed 

a relatively small connecting filament between the 

discharges.) In the system used for these studies, 

inefficient sample transfer was observed if the discharges 

were separated by more that approximately 7 to 8 cm. At 

greater separation, the discharges were quite distinct and 

the sample appeared to be escaping the central channel and 

spreading throughout the upper discharge. When the upper 

discharge is operated alone, the plasma extends down toward 

the lower load coil making the plasma appear more 

symmetrical from top to bottom than a standard discharge. 

Introduction of a 1000 ppm yttrium sample into the DICP 

reveals some startling differences between the standard and 

dual ICPs.(103) The initial radiation zone in the lower 

plasma can be identified by a slight red color (yttrium atom 

emission) in the central channel above the lower load coil. 

The normal analytical region begins in the lower discharge 

with a blue emission (yttrium ion emission). This blue 
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emission intensifies as the central channel approaches the 

lower side of the upper load coil, almost entirely 

disappearing from sight within the upper load coil region, 

and then reappears in the upper discharge. The tail flame 

region above the upper discharge is a vibrant red from the 

yttrium oxide emission. This observation reinforces the 

point that emission intensity should be investigated 

throughout the central channel, not just in the traditional 

normal analytical zones of the two discharges. 

Due to the tangential flow of both the upper and lower 

plasma gases (particularly the lower plasma gas), the path 

of the central channel appears to twist its way up through 

the discharges. As a result, the central channel is not 

always in the exact center of the contour maps. The some of 

the maps presented will appear to have an odd curvature to 

the contours which can easily be seen in the discharges as 

this three dimensional "twist". This effect is rarely seen 

in standard ICPs due primarily to the fact that the 

discharge does not extend as far as in the case of the dual 

ICP. In fact, this twist is so pronounced that the proper 

positioning of the tangential flow spacer between the 

auxiliary and first plasma tubes becomes crucial for optimal 

viewing of the sample emission intensity. 
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One additional observation should be made regarding the 

apparent stability of the discharges. Coleman and Allen 

also reported plasma oscillation between the upper and lower 

load coils at a rate of approximately 100 HZ.(92) Two 

identical monitor circuits (diagrammed in Figure 4.1) were 

used to search for this type of oscillation. The two 

circuits were used to simultaneously observe the two 

discharges with the output displayed on an oscilloscope. No 

evidence could be obtained to verify the oscillation of the 

discharge between the two load coils. The differences in 

observation between the systems may be partially explained 

by differences in experimental configurations. Coleman and 

Allen employed a low-power, low-flow-rate torch, two 

modified-l matching networks, and had a maximum radio

frequency power of 1 kW. The system used for these studies, 

by contrast, used a standard torch, two modified-pi matching 

networks, and was typically operated at forward powers of 2 

to 2.5 kW. While any of these factors could have had an 

effect on the results, the combination of low power and flow 

rates could have contributed significantly to an oscillation 

problem. Other workers running dual inductively coupled 

plasmas under different conditions and frequencies have 

failed to report any oscillations (104,105), although 
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Figure 4.1: Diagram of circuit used to monitor dual 
inductively coupled plasma for oscillations 
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Ursugi and coworkers did predict that some gas flow 

combinations would prove unstable. (105) 

Emission Intensity Contour Maps for the OICP 

Figure 4.2 through Figure 4.12 show the emission 

intensity spatial contour maps for the elements and 

transitions listed in Table 4.1. The figures are shown in 

order of increasing excitation potential for ease of 

comparison. All contours are shown at 10% increments of 

maximum emission intensity. 
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A regular progression of map types can be seen with 

increasing excitation potential for these transitions. The 

maps begin centered low in the lower plasma for the soft 

transitions. with increasing excitation potential, first 

the emission maximum moves up in the lower plasma and the 

contours of the lower plasma become elongated. At still 

higher excitation potentials significant emission intensity 

is detected in the upper plasma. The upper plasma emission 

intensity continues to increase as the maps progress. An 

area of high emission intensity begins to grow in the upper 

load coil region and the emission intensity in the lower 

plasma region begins to be reduced compared with the 

emission intensity below and above the upper load coil. At 

the highest excitation potentials, the size of the emission 

intensity contours describing the upper plasma is reduced 
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Figure 4.2: Half spatial contour map of lithium atom 
emission intensity at 670.8 nm and a concentration 
of 100 ppm. 
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Figure 4.3: Half spatial contour map of barium atom 
emission intensity at 553.6 nm and a concentration 
of 100 ppm. 
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Figure 4.4: Half spatial contour map of vanadium atom 
emission intensity at 458.1 nm and a concentration 
of 1000 ppm. 
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Figure 4.5: Half spatial contour map of calcium atom 
emission intensity at 422.7 nm and a concentration 
of 100 ppm. 
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Figure 4.6: Half spatial contour map of copper atom 
emission intensity at 324.8 nm and a concentration 
of 1000 ppm. 
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Figure 4.7: Half spatial contour map of magnesium atom 
emission intensity at 285.2 nm and a concentration 
of 250 ppm. . 
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Figure 4.8: Half spatial contour map of barium ion emission 
intensity at 455.4 nm and a concentration of 100 
ppm. 
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Figure 4.9: Half spatial contour map of calcium ion 
emission intensity at 393.4 nm and a concentration 
of 50 ppm. 
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Figure 4.10: Half spatial contour map of vanadium ion 
emission intensity at 309.3 nm and a concentration 
of 1000 ppm. 
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Figure 4.11: Half spatial contour map of magnesium ion 
emission intensity at 380.3 nm and a concentration 
of 100 ppm. 
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Figure 4.12: Half spatial contour map of manganese ion 
emission intensity at 294.9 nm and a concentration 
of 1000 ppm. 
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due presumably to insufficient energy present to excite the 

transitions high in the discharge. Although the defined 

transition between hard and soft lines occurs approximately 

between the barium and calcium ion maps, the series of maps 

presented here can be described much more easily as a 

progression of maps than as two distinct types of maps (hard 

and soft). 

Figure 4.13 through Figure 4.16 present the data from 

the previous contour maps in a more reduced form. The 

normalized maximum emission intensity of each horizontal 

slice of the plasma is plotted versus the vertical position. 

The normalized intensity is obtained by taking the ratio of 

the maximum emission intensity of each horizontal slice to 

the overall maximum emission intensity for a given element. 

This approach compensates for the twist of the central 

channel described earlier. (The same fundamental trends 

shown in Figure 4.13 through Figure 4.16 are present if 

vertical slices of the plasma emission intensity are 

plotted.) Once again, excitation energy increases as one 

progresses through the figures for ease of comparison. 

The vertical position of maximum emission intensity can 

be seen to, in general, progress up the dual discharges with 

the excitation energy of the transition. (This correlation 

could be better defined by employing a closer spacing for 
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Figure 4.13: Plot of relative maximum emission intensities 
versus vertical position above the lower load coil 
in the OICP for lithium atom (670.8 nm), barium 
atom (553.6 nm), and vanadium atom (458.1 nm) 
emissions. . 
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Figure 4.14: Plot of relative maximum emission intensities 
versus vertical position above the lower load coil 
in the Drcp for calcium atom (422.7 nm), copper 
atom (324.8 nm), and magnesium atom (285.2 nm) 
emissions. 
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Figure 4.15: Plot of relative maximum emission intensities 
versus vertical position above the lower load coil 
in the Drcp for barium ion (455.4 nm), calcium ion 
(393.4 nm), and vanadium ion (309.3 nm) emissions. 
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Figure 4.16: Plot of relative maximum emission intensities 
versus vertical position above the lower load coil 
in the OICP for magnesium ion (380.3 nm), and 
manganese ion (294.9 nm) emissions. 
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vertical emission intensity points.) These figures also 

clearly show emission from even the softest atom lines 

faintly in the upper plasma. The soft atom line intensities 

drop very low in the upper load coil region and reappear in 

the upper discharge while the hardest ion lines increase in 

intensity in the upper load coil region. Hard lines show a 

smooth increase in emission intensity though the lower 

plasma rising sharply as the measurements approach the upper 

load coil. This information simply serves to reinforce the 

progression of map types with the excitation energy of the 

transition involved. 

Coleman and Allen reported increased emission intensity 

for both atom and ion lines in the upper discharge relative 

to the lower discharge for calcium and magnesium. (92) 

Although the sampling region used is not clear, the data 

presented here obviously do no support their findings. 

These researchers also report increased emission intensity 

for a number of hard emission lines in the upper discharge 

relative to the lower discharge as was confirmed here. 

These findings seemed particularly true, not at all 

surprisingly, in the direct analysis of coal fly ash. 

Summary of Data Regarding Hard and Soft Lines 

The progression of the maps presented here does follow 

the concepts of hard and soft lines. The soft lines do show 
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maximum emission intensity close to the load coil in the 

lower plasma while the hard lines show maximum emission 

intensity higher in the discharges. Although no power study 

is presented here, progression up the central channel of the 

nICP does result in the introduction of significant 

additional RF power at the site of the second load coil. 

The data presented here emphasize the continuum nature of 

the phenomenon observed. The maps follow a logical and 

reasonable progression over the entire range of transitions 

studied. 

It can be theorized that the soft lines are not 

observed to emit strongly in the upper discharge because the 

vast majority of the atoms have been ionized and are no 

longer present as the atoms to be excited and to emit. 

(This theory seems justified from the observation and 

comparison of atomic and ionic emission contour maps for 

barium, calcium and magnesium atom and ion lines.) As the 

excitation potential increases, some of the species exhibit 

high emission intensities above and below the upper load 

coil but do not appear to emit in the upper load coil region 

itself. These species may experience ionization within the 

upper load coil region but may recombine with a free 

electron allowing the species to be excited and emit again 

in the upper plasma region. 
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As the excitation potential rises even higher, the 

contour maps first expand to cover almost the entire area 

from 0 to 100 mm above the lower load coil, and then begin 

to contract again. This contraction, to areas surrounding 

and within the upper load coil, is most probably due to a 

lack of sufficient energy to excite the transition at 

heights significantly above the upper load coil. It must be 

pointed out that the traditional hard lines do not 

experience a maximum emission intensity within the normal 

analytical zone of the upper plasma. 

Further verification of the theories offered in the 

preceding paragraphs could be made by spatially resolved 

absorption measurements made along the central channel of 

the DICP. In any event, the region of maximum emission 

intensities for these transition also progresses up the 

central channel and optimum viewing region for a given 

element appears to be dependent upon its excitation 

potential although this trend is not quite as well defined 

as the map trend. 

Comments on Excitation Mechanisms 

At the present time, conventional thought on excitation 

mechanisms in the inductively coupled plasma divides the 

standard discharge into two major and relatively distinct 
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regions. The first region is termed the thermal region 

because it is theorized that the primary form of excitation 

in this region is collisional in nature due to the very fast 

moving electrons present in the area. This region extends 

from the load coil to some 10 to 15 mm above the load coil 

(the traditional soft line region). The upper boundary of 

this region is dependent upon RF power supplied to the Iep. 

At higher powers, the upper boundary moves closer to the 

load coil. Analyte behavior in this region generally 

follows behavior which would be expected if the temperature 

were increasing from the load coil to the top of the region. 

The second region of interest is called the non-thermal 

region. The excitation mechanism in this area is currently 

open to a great amount of speculation. Penning ionization 

and excitation (excitation by excited metastable argon 

atoms) have been proposed as the major form of excitation in 

this region. (106) Radiation trapping, assisted 

ionization and other methods have also been 

proposed. (107,108,109) Electron impact excitation 

is also, no doubt, contributing to the excitation process in 

the non-thermal area to a lesser extent. The major feature 

of the excitation process (or more likely processes) which 

is (or are) occurring in this region is the availability of 
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a great deal of energy for excitation. Analytes of a very 

wide excitation energy spread are excited in the same area 

and all of the emission lines exhibit peak intensities quite 

spatially close to one another. This region is the 

traditional hard line region. 

Application of this type of thought to the dual ICP 

requires quite a bit of imagination and certainly more 

information than has been presented thus far for a complete 

evaluation. However, it can be said that the OICP should 

have two major areas of electron impact (collisional) 

excitation in the two load coil regions. It is also 

probable that the region between the two discharges is 

relatively unique in that the upper load coil seems to be 

feeding power into the system which affects the emission 

intensity of the analyte in the central channel immediately 

below the load coil. Although the mass flow of the system 

is through both load coil regions and out the top of the 

torch, electrons under the influence of the electric field 

of the second load coil must be contributing significantly 

to the excitation process just below the upper load coil as 

evidenced by the high degree of emission in this region. 

Another contributing factor may be the process of 

ambipolar diffusion. Ambipolar diffusion refers to the 
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diffusion of charged particles in the presence of an 

electric field. Since the electrons are much more mobile 

than the ion present in the plasma, Blades and Horlick have 

proposed that a charged region may be set up which resists 

the flow of electrons while waiting for the ions present to 

diffuse and restore overall charge neutrality. (110) If 

this effect is occurring in the single ICP, the region 

between the load coils in the DICP should be a prime area 

for this to occur. 

One piece of evidence which would substantiate the 

contribution of ambipolar diffusion to the excitation 

mechanisms in the OICP would be the presence of a dip in the 

radial emission intensity profiles as observed by Blades and 

Horlick. (111) These workers observed this type of 

behavior for calcium ion in the presence of high 

concentrations of sodium. The dip is presumably due to a 

large contribution to the electron density in the central 

channel by sodium effectively reducing the calcium ion 

emission in the middle of the central channel and producing 

an apparent enhancement at the edges of the channel. Such 

behavior was not observed in the data presented here. A 

more closely spaced radial intensity map may be necessary to 

detect this behavior. It is also possible that the 

ambipolar diffusion mechanism is only applicable to 
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situations in which an easily ionizable element is present 

in great excess of concentration. 



CHAPTER 5 

ION-TO-ATOM RATIOS IN THE 

DUAL INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMA 
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The Iep is an extremely complex spectroscopic source. 

Table 5.1 lists some of the reactions proposed to occur 

within the ICP.(112,113) The complete and accurate 

modelling of a spectroscopic source can lead to a better 

understanding of the processes occurring within the source. 

This information can be used to define the strengths and 

limitations of the analytical technique or techniques, 

design better analyses for specific applications and perhaps 

to develop improved instrumentation. 

Several different theories and sub-theories have been 

developed for modelling the ICP including both 

equilibrium(e.g. 113,114,115) and non-equilibrium(e.g. 

116) methods. A number of research groups are also 

working on computer simulation programs which model analyte 

behavior, temperature and the number densities of the 

various species in the discharge as a function of factors 

such as input power, load coil configuration and gas 

flows. (e.g. 117,118) A great deal of the modelling 



Table 5.1: Proposed ICP Reactions 

Penning Ionization: M + Arm .. M++Ar+ e -

M + Arm .. If* + Ar 

Collisional Excitation: M + e- -+ M* + e -

M+ + e - -+ M+* + e-

Collisional Decay: M* + e - . 
-+ M + -e 

Collisional Ionization: M + e - -+ M+ + 2e -

M + e - -+ M+* + 2e 

Three-body Recombination: M+ + 2e - -+ M + e -

Radiative Recombination: M+ + e - -+ M + hv 

Autoionization: M* -+ M+ + e -

Autoionization Recombination: M+ + e- -+ M* 

Dielectronic Recombl.'nation: M+ + e- -+ M* !auto 

* * M rauto -+ M + hv 

-

+ e -

Atom Collisional Ionization: M + A -+ M+ + A + e-

Atom Recombination: 

Radiative Decay: 

Absorption: M + hv -+ M* 

stimulated Emission: M* + hv -+ M + 2hv 

116 
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for the Iep is based on a concept called Local Thermodynamic 

Equilibrium (LTE). For the plasma to be in thermodynamic 

equilibrium all of the reactions occurring within the plasma 

would be in equilibrium with each other. This theoretical 

equilibrium can be defined and predicted by classical 

physical chemistry descriptions. 

Definition of Thermodynamic Equilibrium 

Before a discussion of plasma diagnostics can begin, a 

firm definition of thermodynamic equilibrium parameters must 

be established. The theoretical basis presented here will 

be used to discuss the data collection and analyses 

presented in both this chapter and the following chapter. 

Five major criteria exist for the definition of 

thermodynamic equilibrium. In the following paragraphs, 

each of these criteria is mathematically described. 

Maxwell Distribution 

The velocities of the species present within the 

discharge are dictated by the Maxwell distribution: 

where v = velocity of the particle; 

m = mass of the particle; 

Eqn 5.1 



k = Boltzmann constant: and, 

Tic = kinetic temperature. 

Boltzmann Distribution 

The relative populations of excited states can be 

described by the Boltzmann distribution: 
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Eqn 5.2 

where np = population number density of the upper 

state; 

nq = population number density of the lower 

state; 

gp = statistical weight of the upper state; 

gq = statistical weight of the lower state: 

Ep excitation energy of the upper state: 

Eq = excitation energy of the lower state; and, 

Texc= excitation temperature. 

Saha Equation 

The Saha equation governs the ionization and 

recombination equilibrium: 

Eqn 5.3 
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where n+ = population number density of excited ionic p 

state; 

ne = population number density of electrons; 

g+ = statistical weight of excited ionic state; p 

gO = statistical weight of excited atomic state; p 

me = mass of an electron; 

h = Planck's constant; 

Ti = ionization temperature; 

IP = ionization potential of atom; and, 

E+ = excitation energy of ionic excited state. p 

Guldberg-Waage Equation 

The Guldberg-Waage equation governs molecular 

dissociation within the plasma discharge: 

where nA = population number density of A; 

nB = population number density of B; 

nAB = population number density of AB; 

AQ(T) = internal partition function of A; 

BQ (T) = internal partition function of B; 

ABQ (T) = internal partition function of AB; 

mA = mass of A; 

~ = mass of B; 

Eqn 5.4 



Td = dissociation temperature of AB; and, 

EAB = dissociation energy of AB. 

Planck's Distribution 
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The final criterion for thermodynamic equilibrium is 

adherence to Planck's distribution for blackbody radiation: 

dUel) = (87ThC) ( exp(-hc/lkTrad)} dl 
15 l-exp (-hc/lkTrad ) 

Eqn 5.5 

where c = speed of light; 

1 = wavelength of radiation; and, 

Tr~= radiation temperature. 

Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium 

In a situation where all of the above mentioned 

temperatures (Tk , Texc' Ti , Td, and Trad) are equal, the system 

is said to be in thermodynamic equilibrium. Unfortunately 

from a theoretical standpoint, the inductively coupled 

plasma is not in thermodynamic equilibrium. The primary 

reason for this lack of thermodynamic equilibrium seems to 

be that a great deal more energy is lost due to radiative 

processes than is predicted by Plank's law. 

The concept of Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium (LTE) 

was formulated to deal with a situation were all of the 

temperatures except Trad are equal. (LTE concepts are 

applicable only within a small volume of the plasma 



discharge.) The fact that the 1ep is not in LTE is also 

widely accepted. LTE does, however, give the scientist a 

framework from which to begin to describe the plasma 

diagnostically. 

Theoretical 1on-to-Atom Ratios 

The intensity of a spectral line is given by: 
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Eqn 5.6 

where I = intensity of the line; and, 

A = transition probability from state p to pq 

state q. 

Equations 5.2, 5.3 and 5.6 can be combined to allow the 

calculation of the theoretical ion-to-atom intensity ratio 

for a pair of lines of a given element. Following reduction 

of the constants, Equation 5.7 is obtained. 

3/2 (-5040dE/TLTE ) 
TLTE 10 Eqn 5.7 

where 1+ = emission intensity of ion line; 

1° = emission intensity of atom line; 

l+ = wavelength of ion line; 

lO = wavelength of atom line; 
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A~= transition probability of ion from state p 

to state q: 

A~= transition probability of atom from state p 

to state q: 

ne = electron density; 

TLTE= LTE temperature; and, 

~E (in eV) 

where IP = ionization 

E+ = excitation p 

and, 

EO = 
p excitation 

potential of atom; 

energy of ion line; 

energy of atom line. 

Deviations by the experimental data from theoretical 

ion-to-atom emission intensity ratios are one way to gauge 

how close the ICP is to LTE and, thus, how well it conforms 

to theoretical expectations. Caughlin and Blades introduced 

a parameter, called b r , which is in common use to compare 

experimental and theoretical ion-to-atom ratios. (119) 

The b r value is defined as: 

(I+/IO) exp 

(I+/IO) theor 
Eqn 5.S 

In most cases, reported b r values are significantly less 

than 1 (theoretical). Increases in br have been reported 

with increases in power and increases in pressure within the 
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plasma. (97) In all cases except calcium, b r values remained 

less than 1 up to a power of 2 kW.(120) 

Measurement of Electron Densities 

The final data necessary for the calculation of the 

theoretical ion-to-atom emission intensity ratio is the 

electron density of the plasma at the point in question. 

Three major methods have been utilized for this measurement: 

stark broadening effects, continuum intensity measurements, 

and the Inglis-Teller method based on the observation of 

lines in a series. The Inglis-Teller method is not widely 

reported in the literature and continuum intensity 

measurements require a calibrated spectrometer. For the 

purpose of this work, calculation of the electron density 

based on the Stark broadening of the hydrogen beta line 

(486.1 nm) will be used. Stark broadening of argon lines 

has also been used, but the effect is smaller and the 

relationship not so well characterized. 

Stark broadening is caused by the effect of charged 

particles, both ions and electrons, in the vicinity of the 

emitting species. A number of different groups of workers 

have developed and refined the relationship between the Hp 

halfwidth and electron density. For the purpose of this 

work, the formula of Czernichowski and Chapelle will be 

used. (121) 
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log(ne) = 16.578 + 1.478*log(Al) 

- 0.144(log(Al»2 - 0.1265*log(TLTE ) Eqn 5.9 

where Al = line broadening due to the stark effect; 

and, 

TLTE= LTE temperature from electron density. 

The LTE temperature can be determined from the electron 

density by use of an iterative calculation. This approach 

has the advantage that both the electron density and 

temperature are determined by one measurement independent of 

any species concentration dependent behavior. The 

temperature calculation is based on Dalton's law of partial 

pressures, a charge neutrality assumption, and the Saha 

equation (Equation 5.4). Webb(83) reduced these equations 

into a simplified polynomial fit formula for ease of 

calculation: 

TLTE = 5475 + 1026x - 64.32x2 + 58.12r 

where x = log(ne ) - 13 

Eqn 5.10 

Before the Stark halfwidth can be determined, 

instrumental broadening and Doppler broadening contributions 

must be removed from the measured halfwidth. All of the 

broadening effects add in quadrature: 

Eqn 5.11 
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where All = total measured halfwidth; 

Als = Stark contribution to the measured 

halfwidth; 

Al) = instrumental contribution to the measured 

halfwidth; 

Alo = Doppler contribution to the measured 

halfwidth. 

The instrumental broadening for the GCA-MacPherson 

monochromator used in this work has been estimated to be 

0.05 nm for the 25 ~m slit width used in these studies. (83) 

Doppler broadening is, of course, temperature dependent as 

shown: 

Eqn 5.12 

where R = gas constant; 

T = LTE temperature; 

~ = mass of the emitter; and, 

c = speed of light. 

Doppler broadening, electron density and temperature 

were all iteratively calculated relative to each other to 

reach the results presented in this chapter. 
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Transitions and Experimental Conditions 

For practical reasons, transitions to be used for ion-

to-atom ratio comparisons must be carefully chosen. The 

wavelengths of the transitions should be relatively close 

together to avoid the need for a calibrated spectrometer. 

So long as the chosen wavelengths are close together, 

instrumental throughput and detector response are assumed to 

be identical for both the ion and atom lines. The 

transition probabilities should be available and well 

characterized. The calculated error in published transition 

probability values can be as high as 50%. While ion-to-atom 

ratios calculated with these values may still be useful for 

comparison, the ratios are of little use in an absolute 

sense. Finally, different elements should be studied in 

order to cover as wide a range of excitation and ionization 

potentials as possible. 

Table 5.2 shows the transitions used for the work 

described in this chapter as well as the relevant constants 

necessary for the calculations. Transition probBbilities . 
were taken from the compilation by Weise and Martin and have 

a stated error of 25%.(122) Choices of transitions were 

made based on the criteria described in the previous 

paragraph as well as on the availability of comparison data 

taken for single ICP systems. 
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Horizontal map spacings were every 1 mm across the 

plasma from -8 mm to 8 mm centered about the center of the 

plasma. Two different load coil spacings of approximately 

52 rom (top of lower load coil to top of upper load coil) and 

75 rom were used for comparison purposes. For the 52 rom 

spacing, vertical map spacings were every 4 rom from the top 

of the lower load coil to 100 mm above the lower load coil. 

For the 75 rom spacing, vertical map spacings were every 5 mID 

from the top of the lower load coil to 100 rom above the 

lower load coil. Solutions were prepared as described in 

Chapter 2. The source of hydrogen for the Hp broadening 

data was distilled water aspirated as the sample solution. 

Elemental emission intensity and Hp broadening data 

were taken on the periscope optical system described in 

Chapter 2. Data were transferred via a serial interface 

from the NOVA 800 computer to an IBM compatible personal 

computer for additional data workup and presentation via 

ASYST (Macmillian Software Company, New York, New York) and 

QUATTRO (Borland International, Scotts Valley, CAl. 

Experimental Ion-to-Atom Intensity Ratios 

Data maps were taken as described in the previous 

section and ratioed directly accounting for variations in 

electrometer gain used for the different emission lines. 

Experimental data of this type are often Abel inverted (a 
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procedure which extracts radial from lateral emission 

intensity data) based on the assumption that the discharge 

is cylindrically symmetric. This assumption is not true in 

the case of the DICP and other workers have shown that 

experimental ion-to-atom ratios are not effected by Abel 

inversion. (83) Based on these facts, Abel inversion was not 

be used in these studies. 

Electron Density and Theoretical Ion-to-Atom Ratios 

Figure 5.1 shows the spatial contour map of the 

electron density determinations for the 52 rom spacing of the 

load coils. The contours in the lower plasma region 

correspond well with published contours in the 

literature. (123) The upper load coil region lacks the 

structure and magnitude of electron density displayed by the 

lower discharge. 

Figure 5.2 shows a plot of the electron density 

progressing up the central channel from the lower load coil. 

While the electron density does show an increase just above 

the position of the upper load coil, the electron density of 

the upper load coil is a factor of 3 below that of the lower 

load coil. Figure 5.3 reinforces the apparent lack of 

structure of the upper plasma in terms of electron density. 

While the radial profile of the electron density of the 

lower plasma just above the load coil clearly shows the 
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Figure 5.1: Spatial contour map of electron density for 52 
mm load coil spacing. Contours are at 20% 
increments of maximum electron density of 
4 * 1015 cm-3
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Figure 5.2: Plot of electron density versus vertical 
position up the central channel of the Dlep. (The 
dashed lines represent the approximate position of 
the upper load coil--52 mm spacing.) 
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Figure 5.3: Plot of radial electron density profile for 
positions approximately 8 mm above the lower load 
coil and 8 mm above the upper load coil. 
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(slightly unsymmetrical) presence of the energy deposition 

torrid, the radial profile for the upper plasma displays no 

such structure. 

b r Values and Comparisons with standard ICP Data 

Figure 5.4 through Figure 5.6 show the relationship 

between the b r value for one calcium and two magnesium ion

atom pairs to the distance from the lower load coil. The 

spacing between the load coils for these three figures is 75 

mm. All of the pairs respond in a very similar fashion. 

The b r value at the peak in the lower discharge region 

corresponds to values reported in the literature for ICPs of 

approximately 1 to 1.25 kW of power. (120) The dramatic 

increase in the b r value as the analyte approaches the upper 

load coil region indicates that an area of LTE may be 

present in this region of the DICP. 

Figure 5.7 through Figure 5.10 show the same 

relationship between b r and distance from the lower load 

coil for two calcium and two magnesium ion-atom pairs. The 

spacing between the load coils for these four figures is 52 

mm. Once again, the pairs respond in a similar fashion. 

The magnesium pairs (Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10) still show 

the expected peak in b r values in the lower discharge region 

although the peak appears to be somewhat shifted toward the 

upper load coil. On the other hand, the calcium pairs 
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Figure 5.4: Effect of viewing region on the br value for 
the Ca(II) 393.4 nm emission line and the Ca(I) 
422.7 nm emission line. (The dashed lines 
represent the position of the upper load coil--75 
mm spacing.) 
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Figure 5.5: Effect of viewing region on the b r value for 
the Mg(II) 279.8 nm emission line and the Mg(I) 
285.2 nm emission line. (The dashed lines 
represent the position of the upper load coil--75 
mm spacing.) 
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Figure 5.6: Effect of viewing region on br value for the 
Mg(II) 280.3 nm emission line and the Mg(I) 285.2 
nm emission line. (The dashed lines represent the 
position of the upper load coil--75 mm spacing.) 
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Figure 5.7: Effect of viewing region on the br value for 
the Ca(II) 393.4 nm emission line and the CaeI) 
422.7 nm emission line. (The dashed lines 
represent the position of the upper load coil--52 
mm spacing.) 
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Figure 5.8: Effect of viewing region on the br value for the 
Ca(II) 396.8 nm emission line and the Ca(I) 422.7 
nm emission line. (The dashed lines represent the 
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(Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8) do not show the expected peak in 

b r value in the lower discharge region. The closer spacing 

of the load coils may overlap the regions observed in 

previous figures. 

Conclusions 

All of the plots do indicate an approach to LTE ion-to

atom ratios in the region surrounding the upper load coil. 

The data are in agreement with the evidence presented by 

Mermet that ion-to-atom ratios should approach LTE levels 

with increasing residence time in the discharge. (124) 

This approach toward LTE indicates that a different 

mechanism may be in operation in the upper load coil region 

of the DICP. It seems more likely, however, that the upper 

load coil serves to extend the region of non-thermal 

excitation mechanism. The lower plasma would serve to 

desolvate, vaporize, atomize and perhaps even ionize and/or 

excite the sample. When the sample reaches the upper 

plasma, energy is no longer needed for these basic processes 

and can be channelled directly into ionization and 

excitation. Perhaps the necessity of desolvation, 

vaporization, etc. prevent the standard ICP from reaching 

LTE and since the energy of upper discharge in the DICP is 

not needed for these processes, theoretical values are 

approached and even surpassed in some cases. 



CHAPTER 6 

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS IN THE 

DUAL INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMA 
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The measurement and spatial mapping of temperature is 

another way in which the dual inductively coupled plasma 

(DICP) may be characterized and compared with the standard 

ICP. As described in the previous chapter, if the DICP were 

in Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium, all of the temperatures 

which could be measured (with the exception of the radiation 

temperature, Trad ) would be the same. Although all measured 

temperatures for a given point in the plasma are not, in 

fact, the same, each additional datum provides insight into 

the precesses and mechanisms occurring within the discharge. 

The measurement of temperature is just one more way by which 

to begin to understand the DICP. 

Possible Temperature Measurements 

A number of different temperature measurements can 

potentially be made in the ICP. This section will catalog 

several of these possibilities, outline the methods of 

measurement and calculation, and discuss the potential 

errors involved in the approach. Finally, the relevance of 
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each type of temperature measurement to the goals of this 

research--the application of the DICP to the analysis of 

wear metals in lubricating fluids and the characterization 

of the DICP with respect to LTE--will be evaluated. 

Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium Temperature 

The first temperature to be discussed is the Local 

Thermodynamic Equilibrium temperature, TLTE • The calculation 

of TLTE was discussed in detail in Chapter 5 relating to the 

determination of electron densities and the calculation of 

theoretical ion-to-atom intensity ratios. Recent 

measurements by Hieftje and coworkers have confirmed that 

the electron energy distribution is Maxwellian as predicted 

by LTE theory. (125) This information reinforces the 

validity of the approach of calculating TLTE from the 

electron density and lends some credence to the actual 

temperature measurement. The LTE temperature is related to 

the argon ion temperature (TAr,i). This temperature 

measurement, TLTE , will be included in this chapter for 

comparison purposes. 

Kinetic Temperature 

The kinetic or gas temperature, Tkin , can be determined 

from the Doppler broadening of emission lines in the ICP as 

described by Equation 5.11. Unfortunately, the Doppler 

broadening effect is relative small for most emission lines 
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and is dependant on temperature only to the square root 

power. In addition, several other broadening effects (such 

as instrumental broadening and Stark broadening) must be 

taken into account. As a result of these factors, kinetic 

temperature measurements have not been included here. 

Excitation Temperature 

The excitation temperature, T6c ' of a given species can 

be determined from the measurement of relative line 

intensities of a number of lines of the same species (i.e. a 

series of atom lines, ion lines or divalent ion lines). 

Using the Boltzmann equation and the equation for the 

intensity of a spectral line (Equations 5.2 and 5.6), the 

so-called Boltzmann plot can be derived as shown in Equation 

6.1. 

ln (:;::) = Egn 6.1 

By plotting the natural logarithm term on the left side of 

the equation versus the excitation energy of the transition, 

a straight line plot should be obtained with a slope of 

-l/kT
exc

• This method is used quite commonly throughout the 

literature as a means of independent temperature 

determination for a single species in the ICP. 



Many workers have measured the relative emission 

intensities of only two lines to determine Texc by this 

method.(eg. 126,127) The two lines chosen must have 
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widely different excitation energies for this method to be 

valid. Any error in the two line approach can manifest 

itself in a large error in the determined temperature. More 

recently, workers are measuring the relative emission 

intensities of multiple lines and, coupled with improved 

transition probabilities, are obtaining more consistent 

results. 

This method of temperature determination has the 

instrumental advantage that a calibrated spectrometer is not 

required. Relative emission intensities are sufficient as 

the logarithm term effectively removes the need for absolute 

measurements. A number of factors must be considered in 

choosing the emission lines to be employed for a Boltzmann 

temperature determination, however. First, if a calibrated 

spectrometer is not employed, the emission lines chosen must 

be relatively near each other in wavelength so that 

differences in spectrometer throughput and detector response 

are minimized. The lines should have well known transition 

probabilities and preferably should have been widely used in 

the literature for comparison purposes. Finally, the lines 

chosen should display as wide a range of excitation energies 

as possible to increase the accuracy of the Boltzmann plot. 



A number of sets of lines meeting these criteria can be 

found in the literature. (128,129,130) 
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For this work, iron atom lines will be used for 

temperature measurements and comparisons. Many workers have 

used iron temperature measurements for comparisons and the 

transition probabilities are well characterized. (see 128) 

Ionization Temperature 

The determination of the ionization temperature, Ti , is 

based on the Saha equation (Equation 5.3), Dalton's law of 

partial pressures and charge neutrality. Ti describes the 

equilibrium process between atomic and ionic forms of a 

given species. The determination of Ti requires the 

measurement of the relative number density of ground state 

ions and highly excited atoms. While such measurements 

would be of interest, these measurements have not been made 

in these studies. 

Electron Temperature 

The electron temperature, Te' determination is made 

from the measurement of continuum emission in the area of 

430 nm. Recombination of free electrons with argon ions 

present within the plasma produces a continuum. Measurement 

of the absolute intensity of this continuum can be related 

to the temperature of the electrons present within the 
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discharge. Increased precision can be achieved by ratioing 

the continuum intensity with the intensity of an adjacent 

argon atom line with well known transition probability. 

This type of measurement is rarely used due to the need of a 

calibrated spectrometer and the uncertain nature of the 

measurement itself. 

Radiation Temperature 

The measurement of the radiation temperature, Tr~' is 

also based on the continuum emission measured by a 

calibrated spectrometer. Any hot object or discharge can be 

described as a black-body radiator and therefore, its 

emission continuum can be described by Planck's Law 

(Equation 5.5) Once again, this measurement is not widely 

reported in the literature and requires the use of a 

calibrated spectrometer. Measurement is complex and 

superimposed on the recombination continuum discussed for 

the determination of Teo Based on these facts, Tr~ will not 

be reported here. 

Rotational Temperature 

The calculation of rotational temperatures, Trot' is 

very similar to the calculation of excitation temperatures, 

T6c ' described earlier. A series of rotational lines is 

measured for a given molecular species. A plot of the 

logarithm of the intensities of these lines along with their 
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statistical weighting factors versus the statistical 

weighting factors of the lines yields a straight line plot 

with the slope proportional to the rotational temperature of 

the species. 

ln ( ___ I~_ 
jv4 a Bj(j + 1) 

where B = the rotational constant of the molecule; and, 

j = the rotational quantum number. 

This type of temperature measurement is really irrelevant to 

the application envisioned in this dissertation for the 

DICP. The measurement of Trot would seem to be much more 

applicable to discharges which include air or nitrogen as 

part of the plasma gas(131,132) or in situations where 

the determination of molecular species is desired. In this 

case, the desired analytical species are all atomic or ionic 

species and the determination of rotational temperatures 

would by superfluous. 

Norm Temperatures 

The concept of norm temperature was first popularized 

by Bournanns as a means by which to describe the emission 

profiles of species in spectroscopic sources. (133) 

Bournanns and others have used this concept to help 

characterize the central channel of the 
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ICP.(134,135,136,137) Norm temperatures are 

based on the fact that every species within the plasma 

discharge is involved in a number of equilibria as 

illustrated in Table 6.1. A given atomic species, for 

example, may be excited to emit or may be ionized. 

Combination of the equation for the spectral intensity of an 

emission line (Equation 5.6), the Saha equation (Equation 

5.3) and Boltzmann equation (Equation 5.2) along with 

Dalton's Law of Partial Pressures, permit one to derive 

Equation 6.2 which shows the relationship of an atomic 

emission line with respect to temperature. 

1 (-E/kT) 

Qa(T) e Eqn 6.2 

where Pe = the partial pressure of electrons; 

Sp = the Saha equilibrium constant; 

E = the excitation potential; 

Qa(T) = the atomic partition function; and, 

Qj (T) = the ionic partition function. 

The partial pressure of electrons is determined as 

Eqn 6.3 

And, the Saha equilibrium constant can be calculated as 

follows: 



(-E/kT) • 

where Ei = the ionization potential of the atom. 
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Eqn 6.4 

As the temperature increases, the emission intensity of the 

line increases to the point that the atom is ionized. The 

temperature at which these effects just balance produces the 

maximum emission intensity of the atom line and is called 

the norm temperature for that line. These norm temperatures 

can be calculated for any line given the appropriate 

partition functions, the excitation and ionization 

potentials, and the electron density. 

The concept of norm temperatures is only valid in the 

thermal region of the plasma (below about 15 to 18 mm above 

the load coil in a standard Iep). This region is also the 

region of so called soft species emission. In this area, 

the region of maximum emission intensity depends directly on 

the excitation potential of the species involved. In the 

region of hard species emission (the non-thermal region of 

the discharge, above 18 mm or so above the load coil), the 

emission intensity for all species peaks at approximately 

the same point and the construct of norm temperatures is no 

longer valid. Norm temperatures will be evaluated for a 

number of atomic lines measured in this dissertation. 
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Experimental Conditions and Constants 

Three types of temperature measurements will be 

discussed here--TLTE , Texc for iron atom lines, and Tnorm for a 

number of atom lines. The basic operating conditions for 

the dual ICP in all of these measurements are the same as 

described in Chapter 2. Forward power was approximately 2 

to 2.5 kW with reflected power of less than 100 W. For all 

measurements, the upper load coil was located approximately 

between 50 and 55 mm above the lower load coil. 

Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium Temperature Determinations 

The T L TE were determined from the electron densities as 

described in Chapter 5. The electron densities were 

obtained from the Stark broadening of the Hp lines. The 

description of the manner in which the data were taken and 

the appropriate constants are given in Chapter 5 and will 

not be repeated here. 

Iron Atom Excitation Temperature Determinations 

Table 6.1 shows the iron atom lines used in the 

determination of the excitation temperature. The pertinent 

constants used for the Boltzmann plots are also listed. 

Transition probabilities were obtained from reference 122. 

Iron emission intensity maps were taken over an area from 0 

mm above the lower load coil to 120 mm above the lower load 

coil at a spacing of 5 mm and from -8 mm to +8 mm 



Table 6.1: Constants for Atomic Iron Transitions Used 
for Excitation Temperature Measurements 

Wavelength statistical Transition Excitation 
Weight Probability Potential 

(nm) of Upper Usee) (eV) 
state 

372.0 11 1. 63*107 3.33 

373.5 11 9.02*107 4.18 

373.7 9 1. 42*107 3.37 

375.0 9 7.64*107 4.22 

375.8 7 6.34*107 4.26 

382.0 9 6.68*107 4.10 

372.6 7 5.98*107 4.15 
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surrounding the central channel of the discharge at a 

spacing of 1 mm. Iron concentration was 500 ppm. 

Figure 6.1 shows an example Boltzmann plot for iron atom 

temperature determination. 

Norm Temperature Determinations 
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The data presented in Chapter 4 for barium, lithium, 

calcium, vanadium, magnesium, and copper atoms were used in 

the determination of norm temperatures presented here. The 

conditions for data acquisition are more specifically 

described in Chapter 4. 

Due·to the area of the plasma discharge to be covered, 

vertical spacings between data points were necessarily 

rather large. In an attempt to better estimate the exact 

vertical point in the plasma at which the maximum emission 

intensity for a given line actually occurred, the data 

points for each line were subjected to a least squares curve 

fit (from Asyst, Macmillian Software Company, New York, New 

York). The vertical point of maximum emission intensity was 

estimated to the nearest 0.5 mm from this fit. 

Norm temperatures were calculated using Quattro 

(Borland International, Scotts Valley, California). 

Excitation and ionization potentials used for these 

calculations can be found in Table 5.1. The constants used 

to calculate the partition functions for the atom and ion 
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Figure 6.1: Example Boltzmann plot for the determination 
iron atom temperature in the central channel of 
the DICP at a vertical location 40 mm above the 
lower load coil. 
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were taken from reference 138. The constants are the 

result of a best fit of the partition function to a 

polynomial of the form given in Equation 6.4. 
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Q(T) = A + B*(T/1000) + C*(T/1000)2 + D*(T/1000)3 

+ E*(T/1000)4 Eqn 6.4 

The electron density used in each case was 2*1015 cm-3 which 

represents an intermediate value of electron density over 

the vertical range of norm temperatures. This approximation 

is reasonable as the norm temperature is not an extremely 

strong function of electron density over the limited range 

of electron densities covered in this region. Figure 6.2 

shows a sample calculation of the norm temperature for 

barium atom. 

Temperature Data and Comparisons 

Figure 6.3 shows the calculated LTE temperatures in the 

central channel of the DICP from 0 to 100 mm above the lower 

load coil. The LTE temperature peaks relatively low in the 

lower discharge and rapidly begins to decline. The TLTE 

levels off between the two load coils, shows a slight upward 

spike in the second load coil region, and resumes a more 

gradual decline. 
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Figure 6.2: Example graphical calculation of the norm 
temperature of barium atom. 
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Figure 6.3: Plot of LTE temperatures in the central channel 
of the DICP versus vertical position. (The dashed 
lines represent the position of the upper load 
coil--52 mm spacing.) 
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Figure 6.4 shows the calculated iron atom temperatures 

in the central channel of the Drcp from 0 to 100 mm above 

the lower load coil. The high iron excitation temperatures 

calculated low in the lower plasma and the sharp spike in 

temperature near the upper load coil are due to low overall 

emission intensities rather than to true temperature 

fluctuations. The gradual rise in iron temperature 

beginning about 10 mm above the lower load coil may be best 

explained by the ending of the major desolvation, 

vaporization and atomization phases of the discharge. The 

Texc,Fe plot also shows a rise in calculated temperature near 

the upper load coil followed by a gradual decline. 

Figure 6.5 shows the norm temperature response in the 

central channel of the Drcp from approximately 12 to 20 mm 

above the lower load coil. Since all other emission 

intensities peaked at or very near the same point in the 

discharges, the norm temperature construct only seems valid 

in the lower portion of the discharges. These results are 

very similar to others shown in the literature for single 

rcps. (136) 

The temperatures calculated by the LTE and iron 

excitation methods are remarkably similar in general trend. 

The absolute values of the temperatures are also relatively 

similar, particularly in the region of the second load coil. 

The iron atom temperature determinations in the lower load 
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Figure 6.4: Plot of iron atom excitation temperatures in the 
central channel of the DICP versus vertical 
position. (The dashed lines represent the position 
of the upper load coil--52 mm spacing.) 
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Figure 6.5: Plot of calculated norm temperatures versus 
vertical position in the central channel of the 
DICP. 
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coil region are similar to those calculated by Webb in a 

standard 27 MHz ICP.(83) The norm temperatures show better 

correlation with the iron temperature measurements than with 

the LTE determinations. The norm temperature determinations 

and iron temperature measurements are actually in very good 

agreement over the limited range of vertical positions 

covered by the norm temperatures. However, norm 

temperatures and TLTE values are in direct disagreement, 

possibly for the same reason of disagreement between iron 

and LTE temperatures near the lower load coil. 

The data presented in this chapter support the idea of 

the OICP approaching LTE in the upper load coil region of 

the discharges as evidenced by the agreement between the 

iron and LTE temperatures. Additional temperature studies 

will be discussed in Chapter 8 to better define this 

possibility. An extended region of relatively constant 

temperature between the two load coils would offer an 

excellent opportunity for particle atomization in the OICP. 



CHAPTER 7 

CERAMICS SINTERING BY 

INDUCTIVELY COUPLED PLASMA 
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In recent years, interest and progress in the area of 

ceramics and ceramic coatings has intensified. (109) NASA 

has funded research into protective ceramic coatings for gas 

turbine engines. (110) A research project was undertaken in 

conjunction with Keramont corporation (Tucson, AZ) under a 

Small Business Administration grant to investigate the 

feasibility of sintering ceramic materials with an 

inductively coupled plasma. The ceramic materials were 

designed by Keramont to be thermal barrier coatings for 

adiabatic diesel engine components. (111) In addition to the 

thermal barrier requirements, the coatings were required to 

be wear and corrosion resistant under the high temperatures 

and pressures present in the engines. Ideally, the ceramic 

coatings should also be easy to apply in an even manner to 

oddly shaped engine parts. 

The ceramic coating material investigated in these 

studies was a sol-gel derived zirconium oxide with silicon 

nitride whiskers used for reinforcement and to reduce gel 
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shrinkage on drying. (112) This coating was sintered alone 

and on a strain isolator pad by inductively coupled plasma 

and a variety of lasers. These methods of sintering were 

explored because of their ability to deliver a high power 

density to the surface of the ceramic which would ideally 

result in a melting and sealing of the ceramic coating 

surface. 

Scanning electron micrographs will be used to evaluate 

the success of the sintering process by ICP. Comparisons 

will be made between the results of ICP sintering and the 

other types of sintering investigated. This chapter will 

briefly describe the sol-gel process itself, the equipment 

used to effect the plasma sintering, and will compare the 

results of plasma sintered materials with laser sintered 

materials. 

Sol-Gel Derived ceramic coatings 

The sol-gel approach to ceramic coatings is a 

relatively new technology in which the ceramic particles are 

first formed in a colloidal suspension and are then allowed 

to gel on the surface to be coated. (111) The gel is 

subsequently dried and sintered to form a finished ceramic 

coating. Sol-gel technology has the advantages of being a 

relatively simple system which can be manipulated at low 

temperatures and of allowing the ceramic coating to be 
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applied by dipping or spraying the part (a number of times, 

if necessary). Part of this research was conducted to 

determine if the sol-gel process could be used to produce an 

even coating thick enough to act as a thermal barrier. 

In this example of the sol-gel process, a mixture of 

zirconium n-propoxide, water and n-propanol along with an 

acid gelling agent (0.5 M nitric acid) were heated with 

stirring until gel formation occurred. (lll) The reactions 

listed below are reported to be responsible for gel 

densification and zirconia formation. (lll,ll3) Note that 

the reactions focus only on the bond formation of interest 

and omit other Zr bonds or coordinations. 

Zr(OC3H7) 4 + H20 -. ZrO(OC3H7) 2 + 2C3H70H 

2ZrO(OC3H7h -. Zr02 + Zr(OC3H7). 

-Zr-OC3H7 + H20 = -Zr-OH + C3H70H 

-Zr-OH + -Zr-OH = -Zr-O-Zr- + H20 

A number of zirconium alkoxides, component ratios and 

gelling agents were investigated by Keramont to achieve the 

best coating. These ratios are critical parameters for the 

formation of an acceptable ceramic. After gel formation and 

before coating, silicon nitride whiskers (diameter ~0.6 ~m, 

length ~60 ~m) were added to the mixture. In the proper 

ratio, the whiskers served to increase the porosity of the 



final product which decreased the thermal conductivity of 

the coating. 
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A number of substrates were investigated as the base on 

which to apply these coatings including iron, aluminum, 

stainless steel and alloys. Even with acid pretreatment 

and a bond coating applied to improve adhesion, the ceramic 

coating flaked off the surface (in some cases even before 

sintering began). (111) A large difference in the thermal 

expansion coefficients of the two materials resulted in the 

ceramic coating flaking off the surface it was being 

designed to protect during the sintering process. 

Eventually, the ceramic was coated onto a strain isolator 

pad (shown in a scanning electron micrograph (SEM) in 

Figure 7.1). The metal fiber pad provides a thermal 

expansion intermediate between the ceramic coating and the 

metal substrate which reduces the likelihood of the ceramic 

flaking off of the base. (111,114) In addition, the zirconia 

ceramic can surround the metal fibers of the pad and form an 

improved attachment to the base. A variety of coating 

techniques and pretreatments were investigated to best 

prepare the sample for sintering. 

The purpose of the sintering is to seal the surface to 

prevent wear and corrosion. Ideally, the resulting ceramic 

will display a smooth, crack-free surface which will stand 

up to the extreme conditions present within the diesel 



Figure 7.1: scanning electron micrographs of the strain 
isolator pad used as a base for the ceramic 
coatings. 
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engine. Any crack in the surface of the ceramic provides 

the opportunity for mechanical failure or corrosion by 

reactive fuel components. ellS) The sample should also 

maintain a relatively high porosity so that the thermal 

barrier provides as much protection as possible.elll) 

Ceramics Sintering Iep System 
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Figure 7.2 diagrams the ICP system used for these 

studies. Ceramic sintering has been accomplished by 

inductively coupled plasma before using a 5 MHz system.el16) 

The system employed here consisted of a standard ICP with 

short coolant tube and bonnet as diagrammed in Figure 1.1 

and Figure 7.2. The remainder of the inductively coupled 

plasma system is identical to the inverted ICP system 

described in Chapter 1. 

The ceramic sample was held in the discharge by a pair 

of forceps modified as a remote sample holder. A section of 

plexiglass rod in the handle of the sample holder insulated 

the operator from arcing by the plasma to the assembly. The 

sample holder was mounted on a grounded ring stand allowing 

variable height adjustment of the sample in the plasma 

discharge. The ICP was operated under standard operating 

conditions with a forward power of 1 to 1.25 kW. The sample 

was placed in the tail flame of the discharge approximately 

1 inch from the load coil. 



Figure 7.2: Diagram of the inductively coupled plasma 
system used for ceramic sintering. 
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Samples and General Observations 

Two types of samples were sintered in the ICP system. 

The first consisted of the ceramic coated onto a metal 

. substrate. Early samples, without the strain isolator pad 

described in the previous section, flaked off the smooth 

metal surface. Samples coated onto the strain isolator pad 

faired much better and some were sintered without a great 

deal of damage (in the form of cracking or flaking) to the 

ceramic coating. These samples were quite small, however, 

being approximately 1 inch by 1/2 inch. Since the samples 

were coated only on one side and given the size of the ICP 

discharge, the metal substrate underwent a great deal of 

heating in the sintering process, turning a bright cherry 

red. The direct heating of the metal substrate could have 

been part of the cause of the cracking which was observed in 

some samples. Initial introduction of all of these samples 

into the ICP resulted in an orange emission (presumably 

sodium) in the tail flame after the sample. 

Due to the expense of the strain isolator pad, a number 

of ceramic samples were sintered alone. The gel mixed with 

40% by weight Si3N4 whiskers was allowed to dry in a petri 

dish into a very thick (approximately 1/8 to 1/4 inch) wafer 

which was subsequently removed and sintered. Some of these 



samples, after being predried in an oven, were re-coated 

with additional sol-gel coatings of zirconia as well as 

silica and yttria. 

Ceramic Samples sintered by ICP 
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Figure 7.3 shows an example of an unsintered ceramic 

coating which gives a point of reference for the subsequent 

data presented in this chapter. Figure 7.4 shows the effect 

of sintering time on the surface of the sol-gel derived 

zirconia surface. It is apparent that additional time in 

the discharge results in a smoother, more melted surface 

appearance. 

the sample. 

Figure 7.5 shows two cross-sectional views of 

While the surface section shows the desired 

melt, the underlying area retains a high porosity necessary 

for the thermal barrier coating. 

In addition to the zirconia only ceramics presented 

thus far, mixed ceramics containing yttria and silica were 

investigated. These additional components were incorporated 

in the form of an additional sol-gel layer placed over to 

top of the original layer. Additional zirconia layers were 

also used for comparison. The samples discussed here were 

wafers of ceramic only. Figure 7.6 through Figure 7.S show 

the effects of these infiltrations on the resulting ceramic 

morpholoqy. The introduction of additional sol-gel 

components can obviously affect the structure of the 
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Figure 7.3: scanninq electron microqraph of an unsintered 
801-qe1 zirconia ceramic coatinq. 
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B 

Figure 7.4: scanning electron micrograph of sol-gel zirconia 
ceramic sintered in an inductively coupled plasma for 
approximately (a) 15 minutes and (b) 30 minutes. 
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A 

B 

Figure 7.5: scanning electron micrograph of cross-section 
of ICP sintered sol-gel zirconia ceramic (a) near 
the surface and (b) away from the surface. 



Figure 7.6: scanning electron micrographs of zirconia 
treated zirconia ceramic coating sintered by 
inductively coupled plasma. 
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Figure 7.7: Scanning electron micrographs of silica treated 
zirconia ceramic coating sintered by inductively 
coupled plasma. 
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Figure 7.8: scanning electron micrographs of yttria treated 
zirconia ceramic coating sintered by inductively 
coupled plasma. 
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resulting ceramic surface to a very great extent. Sintering 

times and response to sintering were also greatly affected. 

The sample which received additional zirconia treatment 

responded as the previous zirconia only samples had 

responded to sintering in much the same manner as previous 

samples and received sintering for 30 minutes. The only 

difference between this and previous zirconia samples was an 

apparent increase of melting at the edges of the samples. 

The yttria treated sample received treatment in the ICP for 

only 5 minutes. In each case, melting and bubbling of the 

ceramic surface was apparent. The silica treated sample 

virtually exploded upon introduction to the discharge and so 

was "sintered" for only the briefest of times. 

Comparison of ICP with other T'?es of sintering 

Laser sintering from a variety of lasers was compared 

with the ICP sintering just presented. The laser sintering 

does not produce the desired surface melt. Instead, columns 

of sintered material are formed. On lesser magnification, 

complex geometrical patterns are formed in the surface of 

the sintered ceramic. 

Thermal spray application of the ceramic (in which the 

ceramic is sprayed through a DC arc onto the surface to be 

coated) gives a relatively even coating, but lacks the 

thickness desired for these applications. Also, the surface 



is still too porus for the corrosion and wear resistance 

required. 

Conclusions and Further Work 
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The application of ICP sintering of sol-gel derived 

ceramic coatings was quite successful. The ICP had 

advantages over the other techniques investigated in that 

ICP sintering resulted in a more uniform, sealed surface for 

the ceramic. The ICP also offered a wider area of sintering 

at any given time than the laser. (111) 

A number of investigations remain to be done to fully 

explore the areas of sol-gel technology and sintering 

investigated here. Unfortunately, with the end of the 

grant, the work was also halted. Suggested future 

investigations in the area of ICP sintering include the 

development of a larger ICP torch and discharge (which was 

under development at the end of the grant). The ICP used in 

these studies was a standard analytical ICP. Many ICPs have 

been constructed on a much larger scale. The larger 

discharges would permit a more even heating of the ceramic 

and the sintering of larger pieces. 

An ICP operated in the inverted configuration could be 

used to introduce additional refractory materials onto the 

surface of the ceramic via a slurry-type nebulizer or a 

powder introduction into the sample gas of the discharge. A 
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brief attempt was made to this end during these studies: 

however, the conditions were wrong for satisfactory results. 

Inductively coupled plasmas have been used for growing 

crystals of refractory powders and for the synthesis of fine 

spherical ceramic particles. (89,90,117) The effect of 

introducing ceramic powder or slurry into the Iep should be 

something like the commonly employed thermal spray technique 

with additional sintering provided by the Iep to seal the 

surface. 

Since porosity of the ceramic is a desirable attribute, 

following thermal spray or laser sintering with Iep 

sintering may provide additional porosity beneath the sealed 

surface of the ceramic. Investigation would have to be done 

into the proper combinations of sintering techniques, the 

best chemical ratios, predrying procedures and the 

possibility of retreating the surface between the two 

sintering techniques. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The Inverted Inductively Coupled Plasma 

The data presented in this dissertation show the 

promise of the analysis of wear metals in lubricating oils 

by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy. 

The use of the inverted ICP for the analysis of particulates 

is definitely appropriate. Increased RF power supplied to 

the discharge results in increased recovery of particulate 

materials present in the sample. To date, this recovery is 

still incomplete. Many approaches need to be evaluated for 

the improvement of this technique. 

RF Power and Torch Configuration 

Higher rf power supplied to the inverted ICP does 

increase the emission intensity of the particulates. 

Additional studies should be done to determine the limit of 

this relationship. Other researchers have shown that a 

definite limit exists between the increased emission 

intensity resulting from higher powers and the loss in 

signal-to-background ratio due to the corresponding increase 

in background continuum emission for aqueous solutions. (82) 



A similar relationship will, no doubt, come into play in 

this situation as well. 
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A four-tube IICP torch similar in form to the DICP 

torch described in Chapter 2 has been developed for 

operation at higher powers. This torch should be evaluated 

for the analysis of particulates in the IICP. Additionally, 

integration of the signal should be employed to fully 

integrate the total emission signal as an individual 

particulate makes its way through the discharge. 

Further modifications to the inverted ICP torch may be 

required to function at still higher powers. One approach 

would be to follow the lead of de Galan, et. al. and employ 

a water cooled ICP torch. (148) In these torches, cooling 

water is circulated in an additional jacket surrounding the 

coolant tube of a standard ICP torch within the load coil 

region. Presumably this cooling water could prevent 

vaporization of quartz from the energy deposition region of 

the plasma and the subsequent obscuring of the viewing 

region. A larger torch diameter might also be investigated 

to this end, but there will be a definite relationship 

between the size of the torch and the power density present 

within the discharge for analyte vaporization, atomization 

and excitation. These interactions would have to be 

investigated and the competing factors optimized. Also 
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increased torch size might result in sample diffusion and an 

overall reduction in signal intensity. 

The practical advantages of higher power must also be 

evaluated from an instrumental aspect. Commercial ICP units 

are simply not capable of operating at the powers described 

in this dissertation. It seems unlikely that such units 

would become popular with individual laboratories due to the 

power requirements. Additionally, argon consumption is 

greatly increased with higher power torches. The expense of 

additional replacement of torches should also be considered 

when operating such high power discharges. Perhaps a low

flow rate, lower power discharge operated in the inverted 

configuration might offer some of the advantages described 

in this dissertation while eliminating or reducing these 

practical drawbacks. Use of a lOW-flow rate system would 

also necessitate the reoptimization of the Babington 

principle nebulizer to operate properly at the lower flow 

rates. 

optical Systems 

The use of a simultaneous, multielement spectrometer 

would also be advantageous for the collection of large 

amounts of data in a short period of time. A charge 

transfer device/echelle spectrometer system such as 

investigated in other areas of this research group would be 
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ideal in this application. (e.g. 149,150) An imaging 

spectrograph could also be employed to great advantage for 

simultaneous mapping of the discharge for maximum emission 

intensity of particles for a given set of operating 

conditions and samples. 

Additional Studies 

Determination of the emission intensity response versus 

particle size and power for a number of different components 

of wear metals in lubricating oils should be investigated. 

The optical systems just described would greatly facilitate 

these studies enabling the investigator to collect data for 

a number of elements at once. Spatial resolution in the 

discharge will also be important as the characteristics of 

the various pure metals will no doubt result in different 

vaporization and atomization characteristics and so the 

emission intensities for different elements may peak in 

slightly different areas of the discharge. Mixed metal 

particles which would more closely mimic real world samples 

should also be analyzed and compared. Ultimately, the 

system described above may be able to provide at least a 

qualitative analysis of the metal content of an individual 

particle in a sample. 

Some evidence exists that the excitation mechanisms in 

the Iep are in some way dependent upon the presence of 
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hydrogen in the discharge. (151) Theoretical studies 

involving electron densities, ion-to-atom ratios, and 

temperature determinations in an oil analysis system might 

give some indication as to whether the excitation is related 

to total hydrogen concentration or perhaps may have some 

additional dependence on water (or hydroxide ion) present in 

the discharge. 
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The Dual Inductively Coupled Plasma 

The DICP shows promise in the area of theoretical 

studies and excitation mechanisms in ICP discharges. An 

area of Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium appears to exist in 

the region of the upper load coil. If further 

experimentation verifies this region of LTE, accurate 

modelling of an inductively coupled plasma may be possible. 

Modelling begun in this manner could then be extended to 

more conventional discharges. The region between the two 

load coils appears to be an ideal situation to observe 

gradual variations from LTE. 

The practical application of segregated sampling and 

excitation may also provide improved analytical 

capabilities. Although detection limit studies were not 

attempted in this work due to the limits of the optical 

system, greatly increased signal for many ion lines was 

observed in the upper load coil region of the dual ICP as 

opposed to the standard viewing region in the lower 

discharge. Utilization of the dual ICP may result in 

improved analysis for many types of samples, not only 

particulate containing solutions. 

oil Analysis 

The most obvious area of extended research pointed out 

by this dissertation is in the application of the dual ICP 
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in the area of oil analysis. Although preliminary work was 

completed here, the dual ICP still needs to be applied 

directly to the analysis of interest by inverting the system 

and examining the emission of particles as a function of RF 

power supplied to the two discharges. Ideally this inverted 

dual ICP system should possess some type of periscope 

optical system as used for the dual ICP system in these 

studies with the addition of simultaneous multielement 

capabilities. The periscope system used here should be 

modified to increase sensitivity and allow analyses 

employing wavelengths below 275 nm. with this improved 

system, detection limit work should also be investigated. 

The simultaneous mapping system described for future 

directions in the inverted ICP section could also be well 

utilized here. 

Special attention should be paid to the emission 

intensity profile of particulate emission along the central 

channel of the inverted DICP. If this information were 

obtained for a given particulate, simUltaneous size and 

composition information could potentially be deconvoluted 

from the data. For example, a larger particle would be 

expected to show a different emission intensity profile than 

a smaller particle as complete vaporization and atomization 

would require additional time allowing the particle to 

progress further through the discharge. coupling of size 
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and composition information can provide engineers with more 

complete and useful wear analysis. 

Investigation into the power distribution between the 

two load coils is also of great importance. A high power 

first discharge to atomize particles followed by a lower 

power second discharge for excitation and viewing may 

improve detection limits and prescision of analysis. 

Characterization of the DICP 

A number of studies also remain to be accomplished in 

the complete optimization of the DICP. variation of the 

distance between the load coils, power distribution between 

the two plasmas, gas flow rates and sample flow rates all 

bear investigating in the search for optimal performance. 

Detection limit studies as well as theoretical evaluations 

would be necessary to fully explore these variations. 

Additional studies in the form of temperature data and 

ion-to-atom ratios would be quite helpful from a theoretical 

standpoint. Literature references and transition 

probabilities exist for easy comparison of iron (152) and 

chromium (153) ion and atom temperatures as well as 

titanium atom temperatures and argon ion and atom 

temperatures. (see ref. 154 for summary) These additional 

data points would help determine exactly how close the DICP 

is to Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium. Ion-to-atom ratios 
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for additional elements with different excitation 

characteristics such as zinc would give information about 

ratios of hard to hard lines and might assist in the 

elucitdation of excitation mechanisms. Determination of 

atom and ion densities and argon metastable denisities would 

also prove useful from a theoretical standpoint. 

Alternate Torch Designs 

Of course, the use of alternate rcp torch 

configurations and mixed frequency dual rcps should also be 

investigated. A 27 MHz sampling plasma might be used to 

desolvate, vaporize and atomize the sample and a 150 MHz 

plasma could serve as the excitation source. A number of 

permutations and combinations of this sort exist and bear 

investigation. 
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